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trotest Meeting
onducted On Tax
'e-Assessment

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, January 27, 1949
Dana Ruth Powell

12 Butler Pupils Make
Special Honor Roll

Twelve pupils, six in Senior
high and six in the Seventh and
Committee Named To
Eighth grades, are on the special honor roll for the third sixContact Board Of
weeks term at Butler High
Asking
Supervisors
School.
They are David Alexander,
Fair Adjustment
Randall Chambliss, Eleanor Ann
The majority of about 250
Jones, Mary Virginia Meadows
ldwell county taxpayers who
and Sara Richie, Juniors; Patsy
ended a protest meeting SatLockhart, Freshman; Peggy Hall
ay morning apparently d3
and Wanda Hawkins, Eighth
,t believe the tax rate will be
grade, and Robbie Candler, Marwered so that no additional
lene Haile, Geraline Scott and
es will be paid bscause of the
Steve Pollard, Seventh grade.
•reased assessment.
These pupils made all A's durThis was the sentiment eaThis winsome miss is Dana ing the six-weeks period.
sed both in speeches and in
On the regular honor roll are
applause which followed Ruth Powell, 3-year-old grandme of the talks. Seven men daughter of Mrs. Blanche Ruth Adams, Lillian Rae Barnes,
Hobgood, S. Jefferson street. Gene Croft, Delores Darnell,
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Margaret Gresham, Betty Jo
Bill Powell, Paducah.
Tax Books Are Open;
Leste r, Jacqueline Shoulders,

Supervisors To Meet
The tax books are open for
.slie inspection in the ofof the county tax assesand property owners
• y compare their assessments with those of others,
Mrs. S. J. Larkin said this
week. The board of supervisors will sit Feb. 7 to 17,
to hear objections of citizens,
after which the final recapitulation of 1948 assessments
will be made and the tax
rate fixed, according to Kenoky law.

III Health Forces Move,
Christian Church Board
Announces
Rev. Tom W. Collins, minister
of the First Christian Church
here since June, 1948, and one
of the most popular young men
to serve in this community in
many years, has resigned his
pastorate because of ill health,
Alton Templeton, chairman of
the church boar d, announced
Wednesday. Services at the
church will continue as usual,
Mr. Templeton said.
Mr. Collins was out of town
and could not be reached Wednesday for a statement but the
official announcement of the
board said the minister's plans
are indefinite.
The First Christian Church
has recently built an addition to
its building, needed because of
a material growth in membership and activities since Mr. Collins assumed the pastorate. The
minister has been active in Kiwanis and Rotary, Os both of
which he held honorary membership.

recommended by a cornand unanimously chosen
nose present to meet Monday
write letters to the seven
hers of the Board of Supers:: appointed last week, ap' ng to these men to act on
best informed judgment
is see that Caldwell county
•syers are not imposed upon.
it' committee is Composed of
•ry Mitchell, Dicque Eldred,
_am Young, Floyd Young,
nester McNeeley, Dr. B. L.
eeney and J. D. Morse, one
.m each magisterial district.
Members of the Board of Su•rvisors are W. E. Pickering,
U. Kevil, Earl Williamson, J.
Vinson, Roy Traylor, Jess
lalock and Hewlett McDowell.
Curtis George was unanimous- 1
elected
el
permanent chairman
the taxpayers.
The meeting was opened by
. D. Morse, who gave ,a brief
'view of the tax situation in
e county, stressing the fact that
Ministers To Talk At
er counties had refused the
Butler; Dinner Is
•me offer for re-assessment
•hich Caldwell accepted.
Scheduled Thursday
He said those who assessed
Youth Week will open in
e property this year were not Princeton Sunday with special
ualified as residents or as tax- recognition at the churches, in•yers of Caldwell county.
cluding a sermon by David AlSpeaking of the new assess- exander at the Central Presbyent, Mr. Morse said, "I don't terian Church. Other young peoall it a fair adjustment."
ple will participate in the wor"It's robbery," a voice called ship service at that church,
rom the crowd, followed by
morning Princeton
Monday
heers and applause. This was ministers will lead discussions at
he only demonstration at the Butler High School. A get-to• eeting.
gether is scheduled after TuesAfter Mr. George took the day's ball game. A potluck dinhair, he asked K. R. Cummins ner is planned for all the young
o speak.
people of Princeton Thursday
Mr. Cummins went on record night, Feb. 3, in the Methodist
s having 'opposed the resolution Church.
• s-eitoaseetawneetletk ,„
unday
but on being erfa Is
- irtfra' program
S. changed his vote to the night, Feb. 6, in one of the local
•native in order that the churches, not yet decided upon.
.• could have a unanimous
• •.ion.
Mrs. Neal Angel
"I think that someone from Undergoe§ Operation
he Kiwanis Club, and there are
Mrs. Neal Angel underwent
everal here, who were in favor an operation for removal of a
ef, and helped foster this plan, kidney last week in Orlando,
• iild speak and explain the Fla., and was still unconscious
Sition," Mr. Cummins said
last Thursday, her brother, Harss C. Sparks, called upon by ry Joiner, Jr., said Monday. Her
r, George said, "I did not come parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
(Please turn to Page Six)
Joiner, Sr., are with her.
•.`c

S.

Rev. Tom Collins
Resigns Pastorate

Youth Week To Be
Observed Here

Lewistown School PTA is
sponsoring an Old Fiddlers Contest, with vocal trios, quartets,
solos and other features, at the
school building Friday night,
Feb. 4, starting at 8 o'clock,
Princeton merchants have donated cash and a variety of
other prizes for this entertainment, expected to draw a large
attendance of the school's patrons
and others from this and neighboring communities.

Red Cross Drive
Set March 7-21
Quota Is $4,000 For
Caldwell, Chairman
R. S. Gregory Says
The annual Red Cross fund
campaign will be concentrated
nto two weeks, March 7
throagh 21, for Caldweil county,
R. S. Gregory, chairman, announced Tuesday.
The quota for Caldwell county is $4,000 this year, he said.
Randolph -Hutchinson
was
named fund treasurer, Gordon
Lisanby, county chairman, said.
Another planning meeting is
scheduled for 7:30 o'clock Saturday night, Jan. 29, in the Red
Cross office, Sam Sieger, plans
ning chairman, announced. Red
Cross officials and special chairmen are requested to attend, he
said. Present at the planning
meeting last Saturday were Mr.
Steger, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Lisanhy, Mrs. Leo Linton, J. E.
Neel, Tom Simmons and I,Miss
Anna ,Bess Cannon, assistant
field representative of the Red
Cross National Chapter.
Mr. Gregory nad Mr. Neel attended a fund workshop Wednesday in Marion. Miss Annette
McClaran, field representative,
presided. Other shapters invited to attend were Lyon County,
Kuttawa, Crittenden and Livingstone.

State Policemen
Named For Area
James M. Darnell, Lewis
W. Oliver Take Training
At Ft. Knox
Two State policemen have been
assigned to Princeton, headquarters for Caldwell, Lyon and
Crittenden counties, and will assume their duties in the near
future, it was announced Thursday by Sergeant Rudell Johns,
sergeant-in-charge of the First
District, State Police.
The officers, James M. Darnell,
Princeton, and Lewis W. Oliver,
Eddyville, were added to the police recently and will take three
weeks' training at Fort Knox.
They will work with other patrolmen .before being sent to
Princeton.
Sergeant Johns said the instructions given the new policenen are to enforce the law under all Circumstances. He added
that every driver should know
the traffic laws of his state and
any state in which he plans to
drive, as ignorance of the law is
no excuse.
'Knowledge of sech I/Wk.
.ave is life—your life,"".Se Tat.'

City Asked To
Aid Rate Fight
Municipal League To
Contest Telephone
Company's Proposal

CATTLE DISASTER IN BLIZZARD

Individual Contributions
Coming Through Fine,
Wilcox Says; Wishing
Wells Lag
"Only about 10 percent of the
March of Dimes goal has been
reached so far," Chairman Joe
Wilcox said Tuesday morning.
Individual contributions from
homeowners are coming through
better than was expected, he
said, bst so far business houses
have not sent their usual
amounts.
"We have no doubt that our
Caldwell county businesses will
come through as they have in
years past," Mr. Wilcox said,
"but right now they are lagging a little."
The campaign will end Monday, Jan. 31, and the chairman
said he hoped all money will
be turned in by that time. Approximately $225 of the $2,200
quota has been received.
The Wishing Wells, which
started January 15, did not get
many contributions last Saturday. Mr. Wilcox reported.
"All of this money is turned
over to the State chapter and
if there are local cases of infantile paralysis, that chapter looks
after them," he said. "There has
never, to my knowledge, been
a single case turned down by the
foundation, whether there was
any money left in the treasury,
or it was as bare as Mother
Hubbard's cupboard,
"The need for money is pressing, more than ever this year.
The amount Caldwell county
laises would probably not cover
the expenses of meditines, treatments, nurses, doctors and transportation of curing a single victim of polio. That victim might
be from this county,"
Additional money will be obtained Friday night at the March
of Dimes dance, in Elks ballroom. The dance is from 9 until
1 o'clock, with music by a Paiii7gfistirchesfra.

Lee's Birthday Holiday
For State Workers
stale workers had a holiday
Wednesday of last week, but the
rest of the people worked on,
seemingly unaware that January
9 was the birthday anniversary
of Robert E. Lee, commander of
the Confederate Army during
he Civil War. Among those here
w,ho observed the holiday were
employes of the health, child
welfare, old age pension, and
highway departments.

Junior Troopers
To Be Sponsored
Here By Jaycees
Will Ask Other Groups
To Aid In Program;
State Police Has
Offered Help

Kentucky Junior Troopers, a
school safety patrol group, will
be organized in Princeton as
soon as uniforms are available,
J. H. Presler, secretary of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
sponsor of the project, said
Monday.
Jaycees have been planning
this program several months and
it entered its final stages Thursday night, when Sergeant Rudell
John s, sergeant-in-charge of
First District Kentucky State
Police, and Corporal Lee Tucker, director of the State Police
School Safety Patrol Division,
Some of the estimated $9,000,000 worth of cattle and sheep
lost in Wyoming blizzards this month are shown frozen in deep offered full co-operation and
drifts 29 miles northwest of Laramie, Wyo., (Jan. 22) on May aid of State Police.
Both officers spoke at the
Brothers ranch. Ralph May, (left) and Ray Novotny are shown
regular Jaycee meeting of the
in background, May said he lost 150 of his 250 cattle. (AP Wireimportance and great need of
photo)
safety patrols. Corporal Tucker
informed the group concerning
Home For Vacation
organization and operation of
Between Semesters
the Troopers.
UniverAmong those from the
Jaycees plan to contact other
sity of Kentucky, Lexington,
community groups requesting
who have arrived home or will
co-operation a n d assistance in
Meat And Lard Lead
arrive this weekend to visit their
the project, Mr. Presler said.
Drop; Fresh Fruits
parents between semesters are
"It would be of little value
Bill Sparks, Mr. and Mrs. W, C.
Are Up
to start a safety patrol unless
Sparks; Marvin Pogrotsky, Mr.
A spot check of Princeton it can be continued in years to
and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky; Paul groceries this week indicated come, and a program of this
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Paul meat
is going down in price, as type certainly deserves assis2 s
Cunningham; Dorothy A. Wood,
tams of all interested persons,"
Mrs. Dana Wood; Barbara Sue are. some canned goods.
'he said. "The success of the pa"Meat is going down every trol depends on the co-operation
Graham, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Gramm; Allen Watson, Mr. and Mrs. day," R. H. Dalzell, manager of of the school, the students, the
Fred Watson, anla Barney Lintan, the A & P store said, "and some sponsoring organizations, and
Dr. and Mrs. F, T. Linton.
Canned goods are going down, the parents."
Sergeant Johns and Corporal
too."
"Lard is down about 3313 per- Tucker said co-operation from
cent," Melvin Fralick, Red Front civic and other organizations of
store manager, said. "Meat is the town was most important
down, but fresh fruits and vege- and would greatly increase the
assurance of success in the protables are up."
ject.
"Freezes
down
South
have
Council Favors Proposal
The •men have offered their
brought fresh fruits and vegsTo Extend Sewer Line
tables up in price, while meat services in the project and said
is going down considerably," es they would be glad to return to
On Dawson Road
Captain Beam, Bureau of Vo- C. Beesley, Beesley's Grocsry, Princeton at any time to give
what aid they can.
cational Education, has been in- remarked,
The officers discussed safey at
vited by the City Council to
Bread, flour and other staples
conduct a training school for are about at a standstill, grocers Eastside Grade School and Butnembers of the Fire Department. said. R. H. Raibert, secretary of ler High School Friday morning.
Mayor W. L. Cash said. This the Kentucky Retail -Food Dealwas done upon a recommenda- ers Association, reported prices
tion from the KentuckyActuar- are expected to continue downial Bureau that the entire de- ward, especially in the last half
partment receive a course of in- of 1949,
struction under a competent instructor and then have regular
Display Will Be Put
Housing Wanted
nonthly
In
K. U. Windows To
For
Army
Families
Favorable consideration was
Property owners who have or
given Monday night to a proposal
Show Crafts
to extend the city sewer 600 feet will have furnished or unfurBoy Scout Week, February 6
on Dawson Road making its fa- nished rooms, apartments and through 12, will be observed in
cilities available to adjacent res- houses for rent are requested to Princeton with a display of Scout •
idences. The proposal was made write Potsoffice Box 307, giving crafts in the windows of Kenby Attorney Clauscine R. Baker, number of rooms, conveniences, tucky Utilities, Joe Weeks.
representing residents of Daw- rent, and whether children are Scoutmaster of Troop No. 42,
son Road inside the city limits, accepted. This is for the benefit said.
R. B. Drake, acting policeman of Army personnel and their
A special program is being
for several weeks, was elected a families who have been station- planned to be presented Sunmember of the city's regular po- ed overseas and are now return- day, Feb. 6, but the place has
ing to the United States to be not been designated, Mr. Weeks
ice force.
The meeting, presided over by stationed at Camp Campbell. The said.
Mayor Cash, was attended by all men, part of the peacetime army,
Each town in the Three Riv-•
will be allowed to live off the s District has been asked todo
ouncilsoen.
base.
something in honor of Scout'
Week, Grayson .Harralson, viceTudor Is Salesman
Attend Convention
chairman for Princeton, said.
For Randolph Motors
Mrs. Jesse Williams and Miss
Gene Barrett is Scoutmaster
Kelsie 0. Tudor, popular auc- Wilma Vandiver, home demon- of Troop No. 39.
tioneer of this section, has be- stration agent, are attending the
come associated wilh Randolph Farm and Home Convention Returns To Duty
Motors as salesman, to handle this week in Lexington. Mrs, Gordon Glenn has resumed his
new and used passenger cars, Williams and Miss Vandiver are dirties with the I. C. Railway Co.,
and trucks. He will also con- there in addition to those named after being in the I. C. Hospital,
tinue his personal business as last week as representing var- Paducah, under treatment for a
auctioneer whenever called ious county Homemakers clubs, stomach ailment.
upon to act in this capacity, he
said this week.

Some Food Prices
On Decline Here

Training Planned
For Fire Dept.

Princeton has been asked to
contribute $107.17 to a fund being
raised through the Kentucky
Municipal League to oppose the
application of Southern Bell
Telephone Company for a rate
increase amounting to $2,065,000
School Officials
throughout the State.
The amount requested from Attend Meeting
Princeton is based on the numClifton Clift, county school suber of telephones :n use here. perintendent, and Miss Atha
The fund is being raised to pay Stallins, secretary, attended a
cost of opposing the company's meeting Friday in Henderson
application in Franklin Circuit for superintendents, attendance
Court and, if necessary, the officers a n d secretaries. Ed
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Blackburn, county attendance ofVFW Post To Present
The telephone company's re- ficer, was unable to attend. Secqueat for permission to raise etaries heard N. T. Hooks, regRa.dio.Program Sunday
vtes..-attay c'Ttil motatitiIscsits piti,rows.Altana',down. recently!' ional .anditon speak,-..and the suNo. 5595, Veterans of Foreign tos the Public Service Commis- perintendents had a round table
Wars, Princeton, will present a sion. It was opposed by several discussion of school problems.
30-minute program over Radio Kentucky cities but Louisville Carl Vinson, superintendent of
Station WCIF, Madisonville, be- paid the entire cost of attorneys Henderson county schools, preginning at 4 o'clock Sunday after- fees and other expenses incurred sided.
noon, Jan. 30. The program is in in connection with the PSC hear•
connection with the 50th anni- ing. Louisville also has spent a
Princeton,
Marion Men
versary of VFW. Dr. B. K. Amos total of $7,500 in opposing the in
On
Council
Scout
crease
Circuit
in
Franklin
Court.
will tell about the modern oxyMadisonville—AP—M. J. Crafgen tent purchased by the local The PSC hearing cost the Falls
VFW for the Princeton Hospital. City $12,000, according to the ton, of Owensboro, was reelected
president of the Western KenOther VFW members on the pro- Municipal League's report.
gram will be John Paul Jones %Carl Wachs, executive secre- tucky Area Council, Boy Scouts
Morse, Nat Baker, Edward Krin- tary of the Municipal League, of America, at the annual meetsaid the league is "ready to act ing held here Monday night.
rd, and Harold Rowland.
FBLA Plans To Make
Executive board members at
as a clearing house for remittances" which will be turned over lai•ge were named to serve dur- Business Directory
Association To Have
The Butler High School chapto attorneys employed to oppose ing 1949. They included: G. M.
Sunday School Meeting
the increase. If the cities do not Pedley and Grayson Harrelson, ter of Future Business Leaders
Sunday School members of respond satisfactorily, the attor- Princeton, and Neil Guess and of America plan to start a BusCaldwell Association of Baptists neys will not be employed and Emmett Rodgers, Marion, repre- iness Directory which will eonstate in 1948. The 1947 total was will meet at 2:30 o'clock, Sun- money sent in will
be returned, senting the Three-Rivers District. lain information regarding all
given as 418,021,144 gallons. The day afternoon, Jan. 30, in White his
business places of Princeton, In
letter stated.
gasoline tax goes to the state's Sulphur Church, Rev. L. 0.
order that club members know
Contributions requested from Mrs. Martin In Hospital
coindepartment
The
fund.
road
when certain jobs will be availGriffith, Louisville, will speak. other western Kentucky cities in- Because Of Fall Injuries
mented:
Members from First and Second cluded Cadiz, $34.37; Fulton.
Mrs. Kelly Martin is in the able.
"A breakdown of the $184,180,- Baptist Churches, Princeton, $184; Mayfield, $203.63;
Murray, Princeton hospital for treatment
400 tourist expenditure in the plan to attend the meeting.
of a broken wrist arid head in- Princetonians Attend
$176.05, and Paducah, $832.
state, according to percentages
juries she received last Thurs- Pharmaceutical Meeting
determined in a recent survey by
day afternoon when she fell at •Princetonians who attended a
AmtrIcan-Russian
Attend Convention
the American Automobile ASSO
her home on N. Harrison. Not Ladles Night meeting of the West
ciation, reveals that 28.7 percent Situation Discussed
At U. Of Kentucky
realizing the door was open, she Kentucky 'Pharmaceutical Assoor $52,854,034 went to garages, Dr. A. P. Wilson, Cadiz, disAmong those of Caldwell stepped backward
a n d fell ciation last week in Paducah
automobile accessory stores and cussed t h e American-Russian county who are attending the through an open trap door, her .vere Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood,
filling stations for automobile situation for members of the Farm and Home Convention In stepdaughter, Mrs. C, II. Jaggers, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elder,
services of all kinds; 20.5 percent Rotary Club at Tuesday night's Lexington are W. C. Sparks, Ed- said.
Miss Carwin Cash, Miss Mary
or $37,752,882 to restaurants and meeting in the Henrietta Hotel. win Lamb, W. D. Armstrong an
ipangler, E. L. Williamson and
food establishments; 17.3 percent Visiting Rotarians were 0. L. Lowery Caldwell.
H. W. Nichols, Mr. Wood, reAttends
Pontiac
Show
or $31,869,749 to. hotels, tourist Adams, president, Philip Glenn
Jimmy Mitchell, of Implement king president, presided. Philip
courts, and tourist homes for and F. M. Wilcox, Kuttawa club.
Buying Trip
o., attended the showing of Arnold, president of the State
accomodations;
percent
Gene
8
5
Croft,
January Junior Roroom
Mr, and Mrs. Billy McElroy 1949 Pontiae models In Cincin- association, was guest speaker.
or $15,653,634 for amusement of tarian. spoke on how much it ate in St. Louis this week on a
ti last week.
all kinds—parks, theaters, sport- meant to him to .be allowed to Buying trip for Princeton Shoe
Allan G. Hubbard is In Chicalog events, and 2.5 percent or attend club meetings. Richard Co. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Goo Kortrecht, Louisville, go this week attending a general
$46,040,100, for purchase of mar Hahn, Brooklyn, N. Y., was the Mr. and Mrs. James Dollar, of 11 the guest of Miss Mary Wil- committee meeting of Railway
guest of Hugh, Blackburn.
chandise in retail stores."
Madisonville.
Conductors.
son Eldred.

Tourists Spend $184,160
Kentucky In 1948
Frankfort, Jan. 25—AP---T he
•tate Highway Department estiated today tourists from other
tates spent $184,160,400 in Kenucky last year. .
The total is 13.8 percent higher
han the 1947 estimate of $161,-74,152.
The department explained its
s. inates are based on
a formula
by its; Division of Public
•onation. Gasoline consumpOn shown by tax
receipts is
eyed to percentages of tourist
rid pleasure travel determined
• surveys on typical highways.
Pleasure travelers from other
tates spent $3,707,688 for gasoInc last year, the
department
stimated, compared to $2,612,832
n 1047. The department added
hat despite the raise from five
seven cents a gallon in the
tate',ease-line tax, that 475;888,02 gallons were bought
in this

Old Fiddlers' Contest
At Lewistown School
Sponsored By P.-T. A.

Fays• Young and Marie Drennan, Seniors; Charles Adams,
Rosie Beck, Mary Boyd, Connie
Brasiber, Carolyn Croft, Billie
Gresham, Zelma Lou Her rod,
James Hodge, Josephine McCallater, Bob McConnell, Betty Jo
Mayes, Omry Dale Meadows,
Frank Pool, Wilma Prince, Ann
Quisenberry, Virginia Randolph,
Rosemary Redd, Margaret Smith,
Dorla Dean Stalling, Howard
Stone, Naomi Thomas, Carolyn
Thomas, Charles Wade and Norman Ward, Juniors.
Nancy Armstrong, Peggy
Bates, Margaret Brandon, Lucille Cook, Jack Cook, Barbara
Cox, Jean Creekmur, Wilma Sue
Cummins, Hilda DeBoe, Billie
Jo 'Farless, Dorothy Felker.
Please turn to Page Seven)

Only 10 Percent Of
March Of Dimes
Ouota Received

Number 31

Boy Scout Week
Will Be Feb. 6-12

Rotary Minstrel Will Be
Given February 18-19

A third annual minstrel show strel show, the interlocutor, and
will be presented by the Rotary end men will be Harry Long, K.
Club two nights. February 18 V. Bryant, Oliver C. Allcock, Dr.
And 19, in Butler aduitorium, Elwood Cook, Homer Purdy,
Burhl Hollowell, Hugh BlackGordon Lisanby, chairman of the burn,
and Dr. W. E. Willis. The
minstrel committee, announced circle will be completed by Ralph
Wednesday.
Randolph, Richard Morgan, Dr.
Proceeds from the show will Noah T. Cole, Gordon Lisanby,
be used for aiding the under- Bill Hodge, Dennis Hodge, Wilprivileged, Mr. Lisanby said.
lard Moore and Bruce Walround.
"Our Rotary Club spends beElmer will be there, too, but
tween $600 and $700 annually his identity will be hidden, to be
for clothes, food and medical revealed in the audience partitreatment for underprivileged cipation part of the show.
children," he said. "We never
The cast will be all-Rotarian,
have a cent left over, and start with the exception of the Girls
in each year from scratch. We Glee Club and the orchestra
are going to have to work hard- from Butler High School.
er than ever this year to keep
Committees are stage and proup our work, as we were unable perty, Willard Moore, chairman,
to have the annual basketball Bob Hancock, Clifton Clift and
tournament."
Ted Goodaker; ticket sales, RoMr. Lisanby's committee is bert Jacobs, chairman, Melvin
composed of K. V. Bryant, Harry Fralick, Howard Stone and B.
Long and Dr. Elwood Cook.
N. Lusby, and publicity, J I m
Sam Steger will be that all- Shrewsbury, chairman, Bill
Important gentleman of the min- Hodge and Julian Littlepage,
•
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Understanding Our Tax Problem
Considerable benefit may result from
the meeting of some 250 taxpayers in the
courthouse here last Saturday for light
was shed upon phases of the tax problem
and greater understanding of the need
certainly is necessary if progress is to
be made.
It seemed to us the meeting might have
scant ground for having been called, since
no taxpayer here can know until the new
tax rate is decided upon, how much, in
dollars and cents, he or she will be called
upon to pay under the new assessment.
But after the meeting it was realized
that many did not understand this. . .
and some do not believe the rate will be
lowered, since the evaluation has been
increased to something like 56 percent of
a fair cash worth.
Commissioner of Revenue H. Clyde
Reeves had tried, repeatedly, to make it
clear that in this first year of his attempt
to get Kentucky out of its archaic tax situation, the revenue extracted from Caldwell county property owners is to be no
greater than they paid on the 1947 assessment. It has never worked that way
here and many oldtimers, apparently, can-

not envision this happening now.
Of course later on It is anticipated we
will pay a bit more, in taxes, for additions
to our school system and for 'things every progressive community needs and
must have. It doesn't take much. brains
to realize that we do not get better educational facilities, or any desirable improvement, for nothing.
If more of our people understand that
the principle back of the present movement is to effect fair and equitable distribution of the tax burden on all our
property owners, we believe the future
will take on a brighter hue. The meeting
Saturday seems to have aided toward
this goal.
We hope, sincerely, that those whose
tax load is slight in any case will not
raise their voices so loudly against the
change as to make it difficult for this
county to receive the sort of revenue
necessary to maintain and advance the
community. Sometimes, we have observed,
it is the fellow who does not possess a
spare shirt who yells the loudest when
the matter of taxes comes up for
discussion.

Kentucky's Day In The Limelight
If the band had played "My Old Ken- able to claim such a monopoly as this.
A sidelight worthy of mention is that
tucky Home" immediately after "Hail ro
The Chief" at the inauguration last mly a short time back, both Barkley an
Thursday it would have been entirely Vinson were being prominently put forfitting; for of the four principal actors ward as presidential candidates, in event
in that high drama, three were distin- Mr. Truman failed to win the nomination
guished sons of this Commonwealth and at Philadelphia. In the light of developthe other, President Harry S. Truman, a ments, it is not far-fetched to say that
had either been nominated, Kentucky
"grandson" of the Blue Grass State.
would today have a native son in the
Justice Stanley Reed, of Maysville, ad
ministered the oath to Vice President White House.
Many west Kentuckians, their hearts
Alben W. Barkley and Chief Justice Fred
M. Vinson, of Ashland, gave the oath to swelling in pride as their stalwart neighbor assumed the position of Second CitiPresident Truman.
All four of President Truman's grand- zen are sure he could have been first, had
parents were Kentuckians who migrated he but given the word for his name to
to Missouri, in 1842, and settled on farms. be presented to the last Democratic NaVice President Barkley started life as a tional Convention.
But in Washington last week there was
farm boy in McCracken county; Chief
thought of this as Kentuckians preslittle
at
of
jailer
son
a
the
was
Vinson
Justice
Louisa and worked his way through Cen- ent and listening via the airwaves took
ter College; and Justice Reed was born pride in the accomplishments of their feland reared in Mason county. In all the low citizenp in the Nation's service and
Nation's proud history, no State has been in the Nation's recognition of their worth.

As we approach life's gray December
These in the main are our regrets,

When were right no one remembers,
When we're wrong no one forgets. (Sign on the wall of the
U. S. Weather Bureau, NYC)
* * *
Both Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong recently won prizes in a
"You Judge The Dogs" contest.
They picked winners from a
folder showing pictures of pointers, setters, beagles, foxhounds,
labradors and springer spaniels.
* * *
Gene Williamson, new vice
president of the Kiwanis Clue,
a-led as presiding officer, secretary and treasurer at last wiek's
meeting of that organization,
the first time in memory of older members that all the club's
three top officers were absent
the same day. Gene, a right
shifty feller, got away with his
chores handily.
* • •
"People have for years listed
their property so low that even
with the maximum tax rate, not
enough revenue has been produced to carry on the work of the
county", said Carl Sparks at the
taxpayers' meeting in the courthouse last Saturday.
* • *
This is the stern fact with
which this community must
come to grips. It is all very well
to remark about how much more
things cost today than 50 years
ago . . but when we try to pay
for better education, better
roads, better health protection
and other services our people
have come to look upon as their
right . . . we must admit, it
takes more money.
* • *
Carl Sparks' statement drew
no rousing applause . . but it
was a highly courageous enunciation of the plain, unvarnished
truth. Many of us take pride in
our community; but perhaps it
-is a false pride . .. if we are
unwilling to foot the bills which
some with progress.
* • *
We haven't made up our
minds yet about the new calendar people are talking about
•

Jest Among Us

Many of the diamond mines of
South Africa are located in the
cores. of ancient volcanoes.

By Hal Boyle
AN EDGE OF LIGHT, by Frank
K. Kelly (Little, Brown; 43)
The war turned out the light
in many young men's hearts everywhere—young men who felt
they lost their youth trying to
put out a fire that older men
started. And a number of them
have set down their disillusion
In sad and bitter books.
These books detailing the despair of a cheated generation often leave the reader with a depressed feeling of man's hopelessness—and, perhaps, a sense
of guilt.
But, as the old-time parsons
used to say, Hie is a coin with
two fbces. And to know people
you have to look at both faces.
This is what the author has
done in this first novel. Kelly,
a young ex -sergeant who saw
service in Europe, looks at both
sides of man's spirit—the i good
and the ugly—and he sees mirrored in the world's future "an
edge of light". If it is only an
edge of the true glory—universal peace—it is at least a hopeful start to work on.
The novel is a fast-paced story
of behind-the-scenes intrigue in
the early days of the United
Nations, a potential cockpit of
war as well as peace. Most of
its characters are newspapermen
and diplomats, and it has no
epic hero or full-dress villain. It
tells how a, group of men differing in nationality but linked
by good will fought to avert a
third world war that could only
raise another mountain of dead,
"the black mountain that grew
higher and higher."
The book gives an exciting
picture of a group seldom pictured in fiction—the press association reporters whose role is
always to be bystanders, but never innocent bystanders, men who
live on the fading tonic of excitement.
Some newspapermen in •y
quarrel with this portrait. Newsmen, like doctors, are often
critical of books about themselves. But few will quarrel with
Kelly's thesis: that alert presentation of the truth by newspapers helps protect the world's
welfare from men who work
against it in the dark.
Now a lecturer in journalism
at Boston University, Kelly
spent a number of years in newspaper work in Kansas City and
New York. He has published
some fifty short stories. In the
recent election campaign he

Did You Know?
One of he earliest foint•
naval atlick was ramming
one boat by another am) navy
ships up to 1911 were built
bows designed to withst.,
ramming impacts.
• • •
The ancient kingdom of ;.
varre contained areas that
now parts cif both France
Spain.
• • •
The mariners' compass tt
first generally used by
peans in the 14th Century.
• • •
Methods for finding the le:4
lode of a ship at sea were n,
devised until the 18th Cent- 1

The most important thing in this store
Is something you'll never see
pharmacy you see many things that are imporand your community.
you
tant to
You see a wide variety of attractive merchandise .. ,
. . . shelves lined with important drugs, chemicals and
other medicinal products.
You see the pharmacist himself, a friendly person, a
reliable merchant, a good citizen.
But there's one thing you'll never see—and, in a sense,
it's the most important of all.
What is it? it's youy pharmacist's professicrzal knowledge
and technical skill.
To get his college degree and to pass the state examinaSons required of all pharmacists, he must have a knowledge of many sciences.
He knows thousands of different drugs—their dosage,
usage and properties. And he has the practiced skill to compound them into the medicines your doctor prescribes,
the medicines needed to help you guard your health.
Get better acquainted with your pharmacist. Trade
with him—he's a man you can rely on. —16prutted from a ropy-

IN YOUR

righted aduertisemmit published by Parke, Davit & Company, Detroit 32, Mulligan

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126

By Jack Wild

This week Democratic editors
and Republican editors from all
parts of Kentucky will gather in
Louisville. Bloodshed is expected
to be held to a minimum.
• • •
slaves,
like
worked
Good old White County laid it on the made much. We'd have
Scientists have discovered a
line last week.
been shadowed and under suspicion, gone chemical treatment to take the
Rich agricultural county that it is, it hungry much of the time, had very little smoke out of coal. What we need
gave to the Collector of Internal Revenue in the way of clothing. We'd have walked now is something to take the
ashes out of the furnace.
till it hurt.
everywhere, for no one has autos in Rus• • •
Jantiary 15 has come and gone, thank sia except the big officials.
These Kentuckians are a stubgoodness, and farmers and farm owners • When we paid our taxes last week we born lot. -You could still find
who live in town have gone back home were just paying another installment on some after the St. Louis game
with long faces and lighter pocketbooks.
our freedom from Communism; we were who insisted that U.K. has a
basketball
You saw- them last week. Every day just making our own little private upper- better-than-average
team.
there was a steady stream of farm own- cuts into the face of Joseph Stalin and all
• • •
ers and operators to the offices of income he stands for; we were buying insurance
Doctors estimate that one pertax experts. There they totaled up their policies against another world war.
son out of seven has a cold. That
incomes, got the bad news and left whopOh, it hurt to lay it on the line. It gives the other six of us a chance
ping checks.
might help if the Collector of Internal to dose up on pills, shots, and
cold preventives as we
Some of them made so much money last Revenue could give us some laughing gas other our turn.
await
year they were dazed when tax time or novocain when he extracts •the cash,
• • •
it of tax but we can't forget the fact that only
The first -sign of "puppy love."
$th.t: :-Isiresret,r7theasolutatrimsukritt.hark*s:pm.*;.-4,ygre-‘sfs*sell#1•480914$tend
Amp:net
sheep.
In free America every man- and woman
•
• •—
Yes, it hurts to write those checks — still has the privilege of working and
If we're not careful, some folk
but only those who made it had to pay. earning and spending where and when who ought to know better are
Those with big tax bills still had plenty and how he pleases.
liable to get the idea, from readleft when they went back home. They had
The bank accounts might be rather de- ing about the blizzards, floods,
plenty of cash left but they had more pleted since last Saturday but we can still hurricanes, and tornadoes in
other states, that Kentucky's
than that — they had the greatest and shout:
weather isn't so bad after all.
"My country 'tis of thee, sweet land of
grandest country on the face of this earth
In Russia we wouldn't have to pay such liberty, of thee I sing."
big taxes—because we wouldn't have
(Carmi, Ill., Democrat-Tribune)

Ouch! That Hurt!

•

ami Independusing. Chi
ence Day would be on Wednesday, year after year, with never a chance for an extra day's
vacation such as we get when
they land on Saturday or Monday, One consolation is N e w
Year's Eve would always be on
Saturday.
* * *
Three well known coon hunters in this area—A. L. Donan,
Alva Maddox and Wynn Frisby
—believe they established some
sort of a.record Saturday night
when they caught six coons in
the Slover bottoms, near Providence. All three men are regular coon hunters and report this
is the largest number of coons
ever caught by them in one
night.
(Providence Enterprise-Journal)
* * *
As many persons in this community are well aware, Dr.
Frank H. Bassett, of Hopkinsville, is a mightly popular gentleman .. . and deservedly so.
It will come as no surprise to
them, therefore, to learn that the
genial doctor has just been reelected for his seventh consecutive year to be president ot-the
Christian County Medical Society.
* * *
This old-fashioned and ardent
Democrat is also serving h i s
28th year as circuit court clerk,
has been commissioner and mayor of his home city. Over here,
we love him best for his untiring service during the 1937 flood
. ..for which a lot of us will
never forget him or cease to be
his devoted admirers.
* * *
Who hems and haws and clears
his throat
When I come in to sign a note
And get a little loan afloat?
The banker.
Who smiles and bows and nods
and beans
And says there aren't many
dreams
That pay off like my business
schemes?
The banker.
(XX)
•
The name "Nebraska" derives
from "Ne-brath-ka", an Indian
phrase meaning shallow water,

Literary
Guidepost

wrote the initial drafts for more
than half a hundred of Harry
Truman's speeches.
"It was hard then," he grinned, "to see any edge of light at
all. But look what happened."
Kelly is an old friend of mine.
written
He showed me a letter
readafter
mother
his
by
him
to
ing his novel.
"It is a book to hold you, to
shock you, to depress you,thrill
you and make you hope for •
better era!" she wrote happily.
Well, it is, after all, a first
novel. It might be as spotted
with faults as a leopard. But if
it is I wouldn't mention them. I
know better than to start a quarrel with an Irish mother.

New
Hudson
DEALER
TO SERVE

We are proud to announce our appointment
as an authorized Hudson dealer. You are cordially invited to join us in our "Open House"
celebration.
You will find our new Hudson headquarters complete
and modern in every way. In the leisure and comfort of
our showroom, you can see and inspect the New Hudson
with its combination of luxury, safety and other outstanding features. You are also invited to ride and drive this
amazing automobile—the only car you step down into.
In our service and parts departments, we welcome the
opportunity to ser* you. Here you will find the newest
in equipment and time-saver tools, a large stock of genuine parts and accessories, and skilled mechanics trained
in factory methods to keep your car at peak efficiency
with Hudson Protective Service.
Corn* to our open house colobration. See the special display of New Iluitions—look over our facilities for giving
you prompt, efficient, and economical service on your car.
FOR
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Kentucky On The March

Teaching Provides Security
By Ewing Galloway
The airing given the deplorable condition of many public schools in Kentucky
resulting from low pay far teachers and.
general public indifference may have given the impression that teaching is a profession to stay away from. That's why
your weekly reporter got another side of
the picture from Dr. John W. Brooker,
executive secretary of the Kentucky Education Association.
"Jobs are plentiful," says Dr. Brooker.
"There is still a great shortage of qualified teachers, particularly in the elemenJ
tary grades., Four thousand qualified
teachers are needed at once.
"Working hours are as attractive as in
any profession. Ample time is given for
travel, relaxation and recreation through
holiday periods and summer vacations.
"Salaries are steadily increasing. Society is recognizing the importance of teaching to a greater extent than ever before,

and even better salaries may be expected
in the future.
"There are many opportunities for advancement for those who can qualify.
"Teaching
provides security that
many other fields of endeavor are lacking. Schools operate with about the same
number of teachers in bad as well as good
times. In Kentucky, a tenure law protects
teachers from dismissal except for gross
incompetence or misbehavior. The teacher
retirement system provides a degree of
security for later years.
"Teachers play an important role in
the perpetuation and improvement of our
democracy. It is their task to train young
people to become well-adjusted, happy,
useful citizens.
"Good teachers are happy people. They
derive much personal joy and satisfaction
from their work. There is no more stirring experience than that of helping
young people to 'find' themselves."

*This New and
Improved Motor Oil gives —
$ MORI POWER . . . .
4 MORE GAS MILES. . .
if MORI DRIVING ECONOMY
MORE MOTORING PLEASURE
because it cleans as it lubricates. Drive in today. You'll
be glad you made the change
to HAVOLINEI

Cummins Oil
Co.

SPECIAL DISPLAY OF NEW HUDSONS
—THE MODERN DESIGN FOR
HUDSON P1.0051 are retooled down within
the frame (shown •Isive), full height seem
see lowered, so you at more than ample
head toms In this.., with the nevi. Iowa
renter of ma yit y.
YOU RIDIDOWN within a Mow lrsm.(shown
•hrive).•nd rear mots are positional ahead
of the rear wheels on that f,,ii Iwwly width
boron.* available Go wonderfully roomy
mats 441,11, Inehr• wider than the oar is
high flotwetion stool girders riorshol• sod
protarrl II,. poweinger orimparinnott.

The only car you step down into ...a
new type of automobile with the new
streamlined silhouette and more head
room, and roomier seats than any other
nutas-pmduced automobile
This ear is so far ahead, it is a protected

'491
investment in motor car value!
You are cordially invited to see—and ride
—sad drive— America's most thrilling
motor car—the NEW HUDSON—The
modern design for '49! Come in and
place your order for early delivery.

COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
Princeton,

Kentucky
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• I can walk again"
...thanks to the
0010"
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The year of 1948 saw the highest number of reported and attended
cases of polio in the nation's history! it was a year when facilities
of your local Infantile Paralysis Foundation and those of the national
organization were taxed to capacity. In spite of a dwindling treasury,
hire is the record in Kentucky for the seven months from June 1 to
December 31, 1948 ... a record of achievement ... a record of which
YOU can be proud . . .
sattviCES

EXPENDITURES

•

$ 16,97039
Cash & Siecuritios—Junei I, 1948
Recisiptsi 1948 March of Nine. -- 11441436
364.50
I roiprosI Earned ---

o

131,350.05
Expondituresi
Hospitalisation
Physical Therapists
Orthopedic Appliances
Nursing Service
Physicians' Foes
Transportation—
Patient & Personnel
Equipment—
Hospital & Clinic
Clinical Operations

1110VIDID

509—Individual Patients Assisted
230—Patients Hospitalised
10,033—Hospital Days Provided
40—Average Hospital Days Each

$ 68,804.47
15,713.73
3,441.34
5,76321
2,62000

20—Hospitals Used
7,879—Physical Therapy Treatments
Olsen to Crippled Children by
8—Physical Therapists

1.73346
107.00
2,316.83

201—Polio Victims In

2.41

3,281—Polio Victims since 1927
102,500.11
243—Polio Victims Awaiting Surgery

Training
Informatien &
Education
Administration

•

503 58
Treahnent Centers—
2,886.44
4,511.12

Balance On Hand
1.311,
tot ieciii,oilro

i.41.11A

7.901,14
$ 20,9411.50

Louisville — Covington — lesington
Owensboro — Ashland

949

r

P

In any battle the best defense has always been an offense. For
the means to wage its battle — every year more and more successfully
— the Kentucky Chapter of the Infantile Paralysis Foundation needs your
thztei. in :he convenient boxes, .give it. to a
ther root
volunteer woiker, or send it to:
KENTUCKY HEADQUARTERS
THE MARCH OF DIMES
414 MARTIN BROWN BLDG.,
LOUISVILLE 2, KY.

When you join the

OFPINES

Remember—while part of your contribution goes into an "epidemic
and emergency" national pool—

AT LEAST A NICKEL OF EVERY DIME STAYS IN KENTUCKY
TO FIGHT POLIO HERE!

FIGHT
INFANTILE
PARALYSIS

JANUARY 14-31

You Join Kentucky's Fight Against Polio!
This Advertisement Sponsored and Paid For By

Princeton Steam Laundry

C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency

Stewart Oil Co.

B. N. Lusby Co.

Western Auto Associate Store

Sula and Eliza Nall

Steger Lumber Co.

Sears Order Office

Robinsop Implement Co.

Mitchell Implement Co.

Russell's Cafe

A. H.Templeton

Morgan's

Melvin Fralick,
(Mt, MarkeeSt. Red Front Store.)

A.M.Harvill

Mark Cunningham

Corner Drug Store
Hodge Motor Sales

Bodenhamer's

Wood Bros.
A

.,January 27, 1949
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Seats On Sale
For O. V. Tourney

Kentuckians In
Spotlight Before
Capitol Throng

Stork Gets Help

Swiiterland — AP —
wrong
There must be something
.
storks
about
Say
with what they
baBetween 80,000 and 90,000
evbies are born in Switzerland
lovers
nature
Swiss
yet
ery year,
have
are complaining that storks
disappeared
almost entirely
from the country.
ed
Nearly 150 nests were occupi
1900.
in
rland
Switze
in
storks
by
declinBy 1920, the number had
In
ed to 60 and by 1940 to eight.
six
the summer of 1948, only

Loess
y,
(i
PI
ColState
y
Murra
manager • at
seats
all
that
today
ed
reveal
lege,
assigned to Murray for the Ohio
ball
V a lie y conference basket
side
tournament will be in the
y
arenas of the Jefferson Count
the
Armory in Louisville where
()VC
eight teams of tbe new
confirst
the
for
out
it
fight
will
ference championship Feb. 23-28.
According to Ordway, Kelly
er,
Thompson, tournament manag
tee
and the tournament commit
_game
have ruled that no single
at
tickets are to be sold, except
tickthe armory after the season
sed
et sale closes. Tickets purcha
the
at Murray State must be on
tournament book basis, he said.
All tickets assigned to Murray
State must be returned to the
armory in Louisville before noon
Sunday, Feb. 6, Ordway said.
No tickets will be sold at Murary after Feb, 5, he added.

Barkley, Vinson And Reed
Chief Actors In Nation's
Biggest Inaugural
Ceremony
Kentuc
AP
Washington
lw's Alben William Barkley be ,
came Vice President on schedule.
He took the oath of office at
11:23 a.m. (CST), Jan. 23, to become President Harry S. Tru-

III

thyltzerland, ano artificial "re
settlement" projects are
undertaken to prevent tcomplete disappearance.
Under the direction of a Swig.
U•x
Bloeed
ornithologist,
young storks are being bred in'
captivity. Their young are to bi
set free, in the hope that the)
will migrate, then return to thi
vicinity of their Swiss breedine
places in the summer, The es
perimervts are expected to eeel
the Swiss government abou$3,500 a year.

Book your spring sales now and get the date
high dolyou want to sell at auction and get the
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PHONE 900
ge for one
—The Wamorcham Cleaners in Princeton and arran
home.
of our courteous routemen to make regular stops at your
A Wamorcham routeman now makes regular stops in your neigh
borhood and will gladly stop at your home if you will just call 900.
of
The Wamorcham Cleaners is one of the finest plants in this part
the country and is widely known for the high quality dry cleaning
it does. Regular, expert Wamorcham Dry Cleaning service can be
yours just as easy as saying 900, so pick up your phone and call

•

THE WAMORCHAM CLEANERS
PHONE 900

MADISONVILLE ST.

and ask for our bonded routeman to stop at your home.
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, ONE DAY SERVICE
WHEN REQUESTED

Dead Stock
WANTED

Phone 898

Princeton, Ky.
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We have a limited supply of sturdy
metal hooks that will hold coat hangers in your car, enabling you to keep
clothes neat when traveling

For Safer Driving

they're

yours for the asking.

PUT A NEW

'FiresRYtoNEneW TUBEE

COME IN TODA)

TIR

IN EVE

"Where Tires Are A

The, Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
ge
up your dead stock promptly, free of char
d
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecte
Call
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

A goad g
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with
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SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

For Expert, Careful Pick-up
and Delivery
Dry Cleaning Service

By

lar for what you have to sell.

USED CARS!
(Use Our Pick-Up and Delivery Service)
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Fredonia News

HODGE MOTOR SALES & EQUIPMENT CO.
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man's right-hand man,
And as he and then Mr. Truman were sworn, two other brilliant sons of the Blue Grass
State — Chief Justice Fred M.
Vinson of Louisa and Associate
Justice Stanley F. Reed of Mason county—played stellar roles
in the ceremony.
It was Justice Reed, clad in
When James Monroe succeedthe flowing robe of his oftce,
Nix
oath
his
y
ed James Madison as President
who gave Barkle
of the United States in 1817, the
minutes before Chief Justice
inauguration day, March 4, fell
Vinson did the same for Mr.
on Sunday and Monroe was not
Truman.
the capitol for a back- sworn in until March 5, leaving
with
e
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tution
When Barkley became the vice
Consti
up
march
Cadets of U S. Military Aca,i, my
the United States technically
president it ended a period of 12 WEST POINT CADETS AT INAUGURAL—
ad. (AP Wirephoto)
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23
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ness—his first period of unemof
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Woodall, Mrs. Bill King, Mrs.
.
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Brown
M. F. Rice, and Mrs, Floyd Jones
Adrian Faught has returned
attended a quarterly meeting of
week
last
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home after spendi
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the W. M. U.
Madwith his sister, Mrs. Glenn
Princeton, Wednesday.
dox, Central City.
The Ladies Aid of the CumberQuertermous, Gary,
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the
spent
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has
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Her
Mil. Reed Brown several days
last week.
Mr. and Mrs, Mutt Freeman Menace Motorists
Dillon, Colo.—AP—When t h e
have moved to Marion. They had
nd Pass
been with his mother, Mrs, Matt- Seven Sisters of Lovela
imes
hew Freeman, since the death go on a rampage they somet
block as 'much as 500 yards of
of Mr. Freeman. ,
Mrs. Lee Burklow is spending U. S. Highway No. 6.
The Seven Sisters are a series
some time with ,her sister in
of snowslide areas running paralMarion who is seriously ill.
the same
Miss Ethel Bright, Princeton, lel down the side of
ending at
is visiting her brother, Leslie mountain slope and
the highway.
Bright, and Mrs. Bright.
Wilfred Davis of the U. S. ForMrs. Sarah Cruce, Crayne,and
Donald Hodge, Detroit, Mich., est Service says that the reason
loose
spent Saturday with Mrs. Reed the Sisters frequently cut
simultaneously with seven roarBrown.
that
Mrs. Leslie Bright was in Pa- ing, tumbling avalanches, is
"when one starts sliding, the
ducah Thursday shopping.
others."
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ston, Greenville, were visitors
of friends in town Wednesday.
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Business Not A Sideline

DUNN & OLIVER
Firestone Products
N. E. Court Square

S. W. DUNN

- D-X Motor Oils, Fuel
Phone

R. M. OLIVER

k
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County Agent'sI
Column
By It. A. Mabry
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Old Bill Home
Charleston, S. C.-, AP —.A
Charleston man lost an antique
$10 bill on the sidewalks of New
York---and got it. back, It was an
old-style large bill issued by the
First National Bank of Charleston in 1885.
Ashmead F. Pringle, Jr., carried it in a transparent case
along with his membership card
in the Harvard Business School
Alumni Association. The case
was found by A. Abbott Rosen
of Chicagb, director of the AntiDefamation League of B'nai
Writh. He sent it to the Harvard
Association's office, which returned it to Pringle,

thevrolet's 'Balanced Design' Adds Beauty and Comfort

Page Throe

1,755-Pound litter
Wins Pig Contest

litter of pigs at five and a half
Two thirds of Eire's thre,
months of age. Sellards explain- lion people are farmers.
ed. To reach this goal, he said,
requires 'balanced rations and
good mknagement.
C. V. Bryan, farm agent in
Taylor county, said that 90 percent of the hog-raisers in that
county had improved their methSI
CALL
ods as a result of the ton-litter
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
contest.
Complete Insurance
Service

A good garden is a valuable
crop to all farmers particularly
those with children, not only as
a saving on cost of food for the
family, but also from a nutritional standpoint, and therefore
should be given careful consid,tion when planning varieties
plant, fertilization, etc. It is
.mated that a one-fourth acre
garden designed to support a
family of five at present food high quality heavy feeding is
prices is worth about $1,700 an needed, but that feeding must
acre. and therefore becomes a be done in balanced fashion,
else many of the vegetables
-y profitable crop.
\'egetables must be grown "grow to top" and produce lightoiockly to make high yields and ly. (An example is lima beans.)
Progressive streamlining of the 1949 Chevrolet it in liner. Notable in the roomier, lower cars is a balance
For a quarter-acre garden,
emphasis in this view of the Styleline De Luse four- In design that adds greater comfort and driving ease
three two-horse loads of sable
door sedan against • new Martin 202 passenger air- as well MI smart appearance.
manure and 100 pounds of superphosphate constitute "balanced" cause the fertilizer lies too
fertilizing, to suit the crops in shallow.
mpt and fair setment; all combined making a
general. Or, if the humus comes
tlement of claims is
Some new or relatively new
young lady of rare charms and
from
a
plowed-u
nder
cover
crop,
the true test of an invarieties that should be given
one society is dangerous to the
the plant food can be provided
surance agent. We
consideration when buying seeds whoNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those intended bachelor.
made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
with 250 to 300 pounds of a comfor this year's garden are: Ford- 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed
provide clients with
files of Twiceplete fertilizer carrying 4 perhook 242 or Fordhook Concen- A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
policies that offer
cent nitrogen. Onion s, greens,
feature.
articles
The
reoroduced
are
just
as the Princeton retrate bush limas that set pods
proper protection and
and cabbage, leaf crops that parand fill them in hot, dry weath- porters, shortly after the turn of the century. wrote them.
ticularly require nitrogen, in adNovember
thus cut the time of
1,
1927.
Miss
Anna
November
1, 1927, Mrs. E. M.
er, when most lima bean variedition should receive side-dresssettling claims to a
ties merely bloom and bloom; Maude Cunningham entertained McCaslin is spending a few days
ings of poultry manure or comminimum.
US Refugee No. 5 (called by in a delightful fashion, Monday with Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rich
mercial nitrate.
seedmen "1fS5") bush bean for evening at the Nome of Mrs. in Louisville.
The manure-phosphate combimidsummer planting, which Cala Barnett on Washington
'Pen Portraits" from Looking
nation should be plowed under;
yields in hot and dry weather
Backward column. Maud Dunstreet.
the
commercial
fertilizer
diskel
COMPLETE iNSLRANCE SERVICE
that causes other green bean
ning, Electra, a muse beautiful
in after the land is broken, but
Clusters of bright hued leaves
varieties to suspend. Meaty,
1
.T.1
Ili ii37MARIfir Er
as twilight, whose bright eyes
.deeply (4 in.), as many gardens
with excellent color and quality, and flowers, spooky black cats emit electric
Service Guaranteed
sparks that thrill
-burn up" in dry weather beUS5 is excellent for canning. and witches were used to decor- and magnetize every one.
Logan bush bean, With all the ate the living room, carrying
Laura Gorham, a Terpsichore,
PRINCETON
good qualities of 1J55, is capa- out the colors of Hallowe'en.
a muse who presides over dancble of outyielding all others in
LUMBER
CO.
The affair was a card party ing; she trips gracefully the light
good weather or bad, early or and after a series of interesting fantastic toe.
Seminary
S.
St
late.
games the prizes were awarded
Ellen Pollard, a star shining
Phone 260
Rutgers tomato is wilt-resistant, to Miss Mary Loftus and Hillery with a pure and steady
light, a
exceptionally deep red, meaty Barnett.
beaoon to light the wanderer
and of supurb quality; in all reThe guests were Misses Lucil- home, surrounded by a host of
spects it is as good as Marglobe, le Buttermore, Mary Loftus, admirers, yet remains
heart
but surpassing it in that it "stem- Mildred Eblen, Rose Emma Kol- whole
and fancy free.
cracks" much less. Pritchard to- tinsky, Virgie Barnett, Mary
Nina Jones, a Tea Rose, almato (nut new, but worth keep- Wilson Baker, Rosaline Roach ways lovely, pleasing
and pleasing in mind), is wilt-resistant, and Liane Lamb and Messrs, ant, yet she plays havoc
with
deep color, of suitable size for Claude Koltinsky, Robert Pars- the hearts of the
boys,
Buy your insurance through
canning
whole. Upright
in ley, Hobart McGough, Bey McNannie Satterfield, a coriopgrowth and with foliage plenti- Gough, Robert Stevens, J. 0. sis, Constant and true in affecful, it does not need staking or Hardin, Hilley Barnett, and tion, lovely in disposition, bloompruning. Calwonder pepper, sim- Chick Wallace.
n beauty, modest in deportilar to California Wonder, though
representing all old line stock insurance compana trifle smaller, outyields it treNovember 1, S1927. Mrs. Dique
mendously, and is smooth, thick- Eldred, and son, George and J.
•
walled, excellent for stuffing; 0. Hardin motored to Nashville.
ies. A policy with this agency means security—
•
CALL US FOR
deep red when ripe.
Tennessee, and and spent Friday
:
PROMPT, SAFE
and Saturday very pleasantly. •
not for a day but for all time to come.
November 1, 1927. Mr. W. H. Creomulsion relieves promptlybecaus• : LONG-DISTANCE
Castle Crumbles
White
is much improved in h goes right to the seat of the trouble : MOVING SERVICE
Folkestone, England — AP —
to help loosen and expel germ laden
A veKo
,
health,
er..i A5..5 F.
and
is now at the home phlegm and aid nature
A hole big enough to hold a
to Booths and
of
his
daughter,
Mrs,
heal SIM tender. inflamed bronthlal
Wylie
five-ton bus has been washed
For your insurance needs, call or see
mucous membnuies.
out under Sandgate Castle, anti- Jones, where he will be glad to to sell you a bottleTell your druggist
of Creomulsioa
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
invasion bastion which King have his friends call to see him. with th• understanding you must Wm
November
1,
1927,
Mrs.
ClemContact
th•
way
It quickly allays the cough
Henry VIII built in 1539.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
New cracks show in the walls. mie Stallins, Mrs. J. H. Simpson, or you are to have your money beck.
Phone 863
Princeton, Ky.
New notices warn the public and Mr. Fay Simpson, Cedar
away. Workmen are shoring up Bluff, motored to Cerulean last for Couglias?C heat otm
h§ro
ll
week.
%111.111111110
the old place.
The castle, long a territorial
(National Guard) armory, now
Insurance and Real Estate
belongs to a man who lives nearby.

nj

lIffill

i

ARLENE DAHL
MIME COMM
III

Added Enjoyment!
MARCH OF TIME presents
"LIFE WITH GRANDPA"
NEWS OF THE WORLD

SATURDAY,JAN.29

...UNTIL A TWO-FISTED.
MARSHAL GOES GUNNING!

..J

ON

C. A. WOODALL

Phone 54
New-born blue whales are
larger than full grown elephants.

•

Auction Sale
TillIRSDAY,Ifil. 3

AT NINEY'S

Ilrt A WM

EDDIE DEAN
sad his biars•
"FLASK"
i•

50 Only COTTON

1 Aged Mule - 1 Nice Jersey Heifer
2 Good Young Jersey Milch Cows
240 Bushels Corn - 7 Tons Good Hay, baled
1200 Ft Loose Lumber
Wagon Mower, Hay Rake, Plows, Harrows,
Wire Stretchers Scales, 2 Iron Kettles, Cream
Separator. .. Household and Kitchen Furniture
including 1 8-ft. Serve! Kerosene Refrigerator
and antique dishes, wardrobe, tables and whatnot. Other items too numerous to mention.

ADMINISTRATORS

KELSIE TUDOR
AUCTIONEER

. ..

SUN.& MON.,JAN. 30-31
.

COLUMINA “CrUNS an*
Randolph
• el .

wo

SCOTT
Norgueertivi

5 Only BOYS' LEATHER

COATS
$9.00
DON'T PASS UP THIS BUY

48 Only JUVENILE BOYS'
FANCY FLANNEL

SHIRTS
$1.50
COATS

In

lintl.

$7•00
A

PLI '-.'

CLOSE-OUT

$1.77 and $2.77
Broken Sistis and 11,01N--All Better
Quality

'
Y er.
4a42
:
'
'
4
'
4'
RAI''' '0 C••

i

4•14/IIN

'V

COMEDY - "FLAT FEAT" and WORLD NEWS

TUES. & WED., FEB., 1-2

REA I. BF V

16 Only HEAVY WEIGHT

Joan
FONTAINE
IIIIIMMARY

Boys' Corduroy

.9 A.d.

WWI FR IRE MITI

artte 64.

Louis JOURDAN
1111111tIC NM

PANTS
$3.00

Star 1 "TN WAIN US"
6.

'
)
...
, P.141

4.>

.
IA
,. 4,
:
. ., , , c,.,,v. ,.., br „,

0
0

17 Only ALL WOOL

MEN'S SUITS
FOR
ONLY SRO°

ALL
GOOD
QUALITY

- • -3q10,1,-/
,
-1 - t ti
••
- ,..............i

Added!
TRAVEL
MUSICAL
COMIC

THURS. & FRI., FEB. 3-4

MEN'S LEATHER

7 only FOR . . $20.00
7 only FOR . . $14.00
3 only FOR . . $10.00
WOMEN'S SHOES

-

CHAPMAN

George 11/1.01EADY
0.111:1118011 qi2,
Mime11111CRANAN

$2.00

.

BRUTAL as only
men lighting over
,women can be!

4 Only BOYS' NAVY WOOL

Broken Sizes, Colors and Styles

ORMAN OLIVER
GARLAND CHAMBERS

aI.•

.4

At the farm of the late W. P. Chambers located on the Friendship
and Saratoga road (gravel road to the house). We will offer for
sale the following property:

Added!
31ERRIE MELODY COMIC
No. 12 - "Frank & Jesse James"

•If

-1.

STARTING AT 10 O'CLOCK

TERMS: CASH

,
1
ilik.
litil
!
l,
:c

N ARV

dean!

DOORS OPEN
at 10 A. M.

top 607//1PiraSs/

,. ,

Clipper

CRE

rBRIAN"
6
DOWLEVY

IF4-1°

It's a DATE'
-

Lio
.a
,
,p .
.... .. I

the

RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH

17

.4,
., .„, . .

Say"EIGHVand

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

NOW
SHOWING

,

All Makes

Better Be Safe
Than Sorry!

W. Market St.

WHAT HAS RHETT BUTLER
GOT THAT RED AIN'T GOT?

RADIO
Repair

MARKO/mow

• Ill

CRP TO

News From The Past

Main St.

FIRE
INSURANCE

Chester White
Eleven 0.1
pigs raised by Lawrence Retie
ty, of Taylor County, were the
champion litter in the 1948 Kentucky ton-litter conest conducted by couny agents and the College of Agriculture and Home
Kodiak Island in Alaskan 'waEconomics, University of Kenters is about the size of Connect
tucky.
icut.
Weighing 2,755 pounds when
165 days old, the litter sold for
8844.82. After allowing for the
market value of wheat, barley,
corn, milk and other feed, the
litter returned a profit of $391.02.
It also won $18 in prizes.
Another litter raised by Raffety weighed 2,574 pounds and
brought $720,72.
Forty-seven records of ton litters were analyzed by Grady
Sellards of the college.
The purpose of th,e ton-litter
contest is the production of a ton
or more of market hogs from a

A BARGAIN FOR THE HOME

CURTAINS
2.00

LotsOf
Quality

7 MUSICAL STARS
11 SONG NITS
ellr ,

LotsOf

lett.

f
li
(11,

10‘

100 Only LARGE SIZE

Terry TOWELS
500 ea.

/
..
drigg4
.

1
It

•
---- -

reamoztehe

ROT 106115 DIMS DAY
.t..ie•vs.wr se'We toreveve
IIII ANDIIIWS SIMI'S
Near UMW Frook SAM
OWL MIN • NM WM
-...7
-.
- .....
ter *NI its
Ma11~ Paiimpaiir
TO SAM VOWS

rslr

.

4*
f

Styles

$

att

_:----•--- ---

S.

:
!4
1
Thursdcz, Januczys.
.
91
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Tigers Swamped
By Madisonville

at least 21250 will be raised to defray expenses of attendance at
the district demonstraion a Hop
kinsville, 4-H Club Week at tie.
University of Kentucky, LexingBackboards Controlled
Caldwell county civic and ton, achievement meeting at
High-Scorer Ramsey,
By
professional organizations will Hopkinsville, and the State Fair
t 3-Inch Center
6-Foo
discuss at their next meetings fudging contests, and of making
Madisonville's Maroons swampthe problem of furnishing ex- exhibits to be entered in State
ed the Butler Tigers, 57-30, Tuespense money for 4-H clubs in Fair competition.
Money has been contributed day night in a basketball game
the county,
trophies and played at Madisonville. Butler's
The -4-H Club Council hopes irt recent years for
foe had complete control of the
backboards by virtue of a 6-foot
3-inch center named Ramsey.
for 20
Ramsey accounted
points for Madisonville, and a
forward, Crumbaker, mad el&
Tiger scoring was: Barrett 10;
P'Pool, 9; McCaslin, 5; Franklin
and Williamson, 2 each, and Hogan and Babb, 1 each.
Butler will be host to Dawson
Keep Your Home Comfortable
Springs Friday night, Jan, 28,
and to Charleston, Tuesday night,
With a Genuine
Feb. I.

GrGups To Discuss
Helping 4-H Club

COLD WEATHER
AHEAD

Warm Morning Heater
DEPENDABLE, ECONOMICAL HEAT

ELDRED HDWE. CO.
Phone 321

Protest Meeting

Dr. Cash Re-Elected
Loan Assn, President

Deaths & Funerals

Funeral services were conducted Monday afternoon at Liberty
Church for John L, Perry, 97,
who died Sunday, Jan. 23. Burial was in the church cemetery.
Mr. Perry is survived by several

by
ill many months, is survived
A.
his widow; his father, Hairy
Patterson; six daughters, Mildred, Rose, Shelby Jean, Joann,
Linda and Virginia; three sons,
Thomas, Janie* and William:
three half-sisters, Mrs. Albert
Brandon and Mrs. Lucy Keel,
-Princeton, and Mrs. Floyd Mordrick, Evansville, Ind„ and four
half-brothers, Soy, Eugene, Joe,

4-H Club News

SCHEDULE
Feb. 1, Butler Sr., 6:30 o'clock
Feb. I, Cobb, 1:30 o'clock; Feb
1, Friendship, 1:30 o'clock; Feb
2, Liberty, 1:30 o'clock; Feb 2
Hall, 2:15 o'clock; Feb. 2, Q.. ,
ll
3 o'clock; Feb. 3, Butler Jr .
rh.erjochiatigilhato
o'clock; Feb. 3, Farmer,
tfry.
9:30 o'clock; .Feb. 3, Crider,
o'clock; Feb. '3, Fredonia Jr.,
ae,i
Orval.
Dixie and
sisq2rnQiia'lWlespr
..ise
Paa
)
.eta
eTh. orm
g
herues:
a
o'clock; Feb. 3, Fredonia Sr., 2 :
;138kba,
il:
ea
Pg.
1:p°
:;
.101:1
He had lived in Caldwell couno'clock; Feb. 3, Flatrock, 2:
ty most of his life, and he was
o'clock; Feb. 4, White, 1
a member of Eddy Creek Church.
Feb. 4, Lewistown, 2 0-, .
7, Eastside Jr., 8:30 o',
Feb.
of
repetition
daily
insure
To
Feb. 7, Eastside Sr., 9 o'.
Persians
-century
twelfth
prayers,
11, Blue Springs,
decorated their dwelling walls Feb.
o'clock; Feb. 18, Bethar
(li'''
fa
tiItl
ntta
snioc
E
atedr
with clay tiles In which prayers
tier
n'Ci
in,ria
:
roie
prh
onch
7
,u1:eA
.
.nel
Plisg
gta
iensTi
iloary
lsll:
o'clock,
:
wrdoreddiAsTihplitlimiets.
C
mre
l dor:
lbi
Fieu.,,n
°1:17e
,16181.11.
were inscribed.
-

Dr. W. 1.. Cash was re-elected
president of the Board of Directors of Princeton Federal Savings and Loan Association by
directors of the Association following a stockholders' meeting
children.
Friday night.
Otter officers re-elected were
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, vice-presi- Leslie Patterson
Funeral services for Leslie
C. A. Pepper, attorney, and
erty is on the same evaluation dent;
Hutchinson, secritary. Dir- Edward Patterson, 48, who died
R.
J.
as everyone's, and I have no
home
ectors who, elected the officers Friday, Jan. 21, at his
complaint.
Dr. B. L. Keeney, F. G. near Princeton, were conducted
were
"I don't question Mr. Morse's
Wood, J. L, Pool, Robert U. Kev- Sunday afternoon in Morgan's
sincerety in his statements. I
Rev. J.
il, Dr. Cash, and Dr. Engelhardt, Funeral Chapel by the
did not work for this program
at the stockholders' T. Cunningham. Burial was in
Re-elected
,
as a member of the Kiwanis
"fleeting as Association directors Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Club, but as a member of the
Mr. Patterson, who had been
were Dr. Elgelhardt, Mr. Kevil,
Farm Bureau, appointed through
Davis.
L.
W.
and
no request of my own.
"People have for years listed
their property so low that, even Billy Mitchell Elected
with the maximum tax rate, not Editor Of FFA News
enough revenue has been proBilly Mitchell was elected ediduced to carry on the work of tor of the FFA News Letter at
the county. Each year the tax the January meeting Tuesday
commissioner has to add a blan- ;miming of the Butler High
prizes, but the boys and girls ket raise.
School Chapter, Future FarmWHOLESALE & RETAIL
"Taxes are set when the rate ers of America.
have had to pay their own expenses to out-of-county meetings is set. If you will call Clifton
Edward Neel was chosen asand contests.
Clift, county school superintend- sociate editor and James Hodge,
ent, up here, you will find that business manager. Later a rethe Caldwell County School porter wil be named from each
Is Chosen Director
Kenneth Cayce, Jr., assistant. Board will reduce the rate so room at Butler.
manager at Cayce-Yost Company, the revenue will be no greater
Farmer initiation will be the
Hopkinsville was chosen a di- than last year's.
last Monday night in February.
Retail
"The Fiscal Court has assured The chapter plans to sell subrector of the Kentucky
Hardware Association at the us that when the assessment was scriptions to The Southern Aggroup's meeting in Louisville re- made, the tax rate for 1950 riculturist, and later in the year
cently.
would make taxes no higher plans are to buy a wire recorder.
than they were in 1948, after
the blanket raise.
"You are talking about your Livestock Market
647
_
rights as citizens. But you must TOTAL HEAD
remember that with these rights Good Quality Fat
$21 00 24 00
there are responsibilities you Steers
must take as well. My kids are Medium Quality
20.00 22.00
already educated, b u t I, and Butcher Cattle
21.00 25.00
hundreds of other men in the Baby Beeves
16.00 18.00
county have no objection to the Fat Cows ....._,
ALL MERCHANDISE OFFERED FOR SALE
new assessment, We want to Canners & Cutters 13.00 16.00
23.00
18.00
_
___.
Cattle
make Princeton and Caldwell Stock
FULLY GUARANTEED.
23.00
1900.
county a town and county to be Feeder Cattle ._
150.00
proud of. We are not proud Milk Cows, per het. 106.00
when schools have windows out, VEALS
34.00
and when several hundred chil- No. 1 Veals
.. 31.00
Pick-up and Delivery Service . . . No Sale Too Small
dren 7 to 15 years old are not No. 2 Veals
and get our prices
25.00
18.25
Throwouts
in school."
Dead silence greeted the con- HOGS
_ 21.00
clusion of Mr. Sparks' state- 200-230 _
19.00
235-280
ment.
18.00
"What assurance have we that 285 & up
17.75
the rate will be lowered," Dicque 120-155
20,00
If car or truck squeaks in less than thousand miles we will stop
Eldred said. "It hasn't been low- 160-195
ered for 75 years," Wild ap- Boughs, 450 & under 16.00
squeak free.
15.00
plause. "We are getting along Houghs, over 4.50
The cattle market was fully
fine now, we have good schools,
and our roads are pretty fair, steady with last week.
although sometimes hard to pass
Messmer, an 18th Centry Vienon. The State wants too darn
much for taxes. Taxes can be nese physician who experimentin hypnotism, claimed he
overdone. I hope some g
mid cure many diseases by
comes of this meeting."
Laughter and ataplause follow- morainal magnetism".
ed Lee Lloyd's statement that
Hypochondria was a word
"We're paying a truant officer
$5,000 a year to see the children used originally by the ancients
to to school." Hek added Ahem In to derangements of the abdom8 years the State had paid off inal region.
New York City has about 2,a $21,000,000 debt and had $11,000,000 Jews, more than there
000,000 left.
Mr. George referred to t h e are in Palestine.
fight during t he depression
years to get the assessed value
of property lowered, in which
devaluation was nearly 20 percent.
It was so near this goal, that
the rate had to be lowered only
from 50 cents on $100, to 48
cents to take up the slack, he
said.
Dr. B. L. Keeney stated that
the men named to the Board
o 1 Stapervisors made a just
cross-section of the county and
that he believed they would take
care of the taxpayers, and that
an adjustment would be made.
(Continued Cram Page One)
here to say anything. I saw the
ad in the county paper and realized it was a protest meeting. If
property assessment is equalized
properly, there is no need for
protest, whether the value, is 10
percent or PIO percent. My prop-

Stewart Oil Co.

Aetna Oil Company Products

GOULD BATTERIES

MILLER TIRES & ACCESSORIES

FARM MACHINERY!

PENZOIL LUBRICANTS

We Now Have A Full Line Of Farm Machinery
On Display.
We invite you to inspect our machinery
before you buy.

Try Our 1000 Mile Guaranteed Lubrication

HODGE MOTOR SALES & EQUIPMENT CO.
Princeton, Kentucky

We Have Ample Supplies of Gasoline and
Kerosene

PHONE 121-J

DAWSON ROAD

l
il

96e°

Old Fiddlers
CONTEST

TEIROVSON
TRACTOR
tViki:4117

tra.74-...;„,,,,zz.

We are -proud to
Authorized Dealer kir
appointment as
our
Farming Machine
Great New Power
"(Pt

Pfc. Ledford Named
Outstanding Player
Private First Class Howard It.
Ledford was voted most outstanding player of the year for
the Seventh Cavalry Regiment,
Tokyo, Japan, and received the
fooball used at the kickoff of a
recent championship game between teams of the Seventh and
Fifth Cavalry Regiments. Pfc.
Ledford is the son of Mrs. Millie
Kirk, 202 W. Young street, and
attended Butler High School before entering the service,

this

AT LEwisTowN scHooL•FRIDAY FEB 4

Best Fiddler Of The Evening—

8:00 P. M.
Largest Family Present—

$5.00 in Cash
$3.06—E. L. Barnes & Son, Princeton, Star Rt. No. 5
.50—Lewistown School
.50—Robinson & Chester Barber Shop, Dawson
1.00—Dunn & Oliver, Princeton
25-lb White Lily Floyr—Quinn's Gorcery, Princeton
9 Phonograph Records—B&N Music Shop, Dawson
Phil-co Phonograph Needles and Laundry Powder—
Radio & Refrigeration Sales—Dawson

Second Prize-Cane Bottom Chair—Morgan's

ERAL .

Furniture & Undertaking
Co., Princeton
Bag Red Bird Flour—Stallings' Store, Dawson Road

Third Prize
$1 00 in Trade—Midway Cafe, Highway 62

Best Band Of 3 Or More—
Ferguson System
the famous
combined
like Id Here's
you'll
it,
hydraulic control
See it—try
and built-in
FergU•011
attachment
new
performance of the
of implement
-up power and
regular miser on
stepped
a
the
that's
with
engine
accessibility]
valve-in-head
instant
Tractor. Powerail
-up hood for
Tip
speeds.
individual turning
forward
Four
plus
pedal,
fuel.
designed from
braked with a single
high-performance features
Both rear wheels
Ask
other
System owners.
brakes:::and many
300,000 Ferguson
of more than
experience
the
delay'
demonstration without
for a free

H.

& Implement
Tractor
P'Pool
C.

$4.00 in Trade--

TT

Best Lady Fiddler
Throw Rug - 28"x42"—Clark Beshear & Clark, Dawson

Second Prize----Ladle's Hat—Purdys', Princeton

Co.

Best Vocal Solo With Guitar—
Cedar Chest—Eldred Hardware, Princeton

Tel. 45-W.

Hopkinsville Road

MlifferaziEl

$1.00—Morris Drug Co., Dawson
$1.00—J. F.. Hayes & Son, Dawson
$1.00—Hayes Hardware Store, Dawson
$1.00--Cavanaughat Super Market, Dawson

It's beautiful it's modern!
For homes beyond the power
lines. And it's mum easy on batteries. It brings in both standard
broadcasts and short-wave programs with *marine newer and
beauty of tone.
$57.50
Model 2no.

Princeton Lumber
Company

Best Guitar Solo—
Tie—Finkelat Fair Store, Princeton; Vase—McElroys',
Princeton

Best Hog Caller—
Can Smoking Tobacco—Woodburn Drugs, Dawson
Haircut—Sharp's Barber Shop, Princeton

Box Washing Powders—Roam's Supply Store, Dawson
1 Pie Pan—General Auto Store, Dawson
1-1h. Coffee-11. B. Walker's, Dawson
1-11). Coffee—Purdy Bros., Dawson
2-1b. Coffee—Red Front Store, Market St., Princeton
Shoe Soles—Ratliff Hardware, Princeton
10-lb. Flour—Koltinsky's, Princeton
1-1b. Coffee—Matthew's Grocery, Princeton
10-lb. Meal—O, B. Russell, Princeton
3-lb. Coffee—Red Front, Main St., Princeton
1-11). Coffee, Purdy Bros., Dawson

Best Ladies Trio3 Pair Anklets—Arnold's, Princeton
Cold Wave Set—Dawson Drugs, Princeton
Grey Sweater—L. H. Lowry's, Princeton
Baking Bowl—Ben Franklin Store, Princetoo

Oldest Fiddler—
Billfold—Wylie & Williamson Drug, Princeton
Pocket Knife--Joiner's Hardware, Princeton

Ugliest Fiddler—
Fish Bait—Western Auto, Dawson; Auto Headlight Er
neCtOr—General Auto Store, Princeton

Best Mandolin Solo—
Men's Dress Shirt—Grant & Co., Dawson

Best Banjo Solo—
Shaving Set—Walker's Drug ('o., Princeton

Best Men's Quartet—
Tie—Goldnamer's, Princeton
Tie—Wood Bros. (l)ad 'n 1.asIi, Princeton
1 Pair Men's Socks, Princeton Shoe Store
1 Pair Men's Socks-1181N Shoe Co., Dawson

Best Tap Dancer—
Ash Tray Set—Brown's Furniture Store, Princeton

*Dia:Beaker is the son
.of Pr'
rat., Baker,
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K. T. llobgood Chosen
Is held within a heart's
To Attend Presby tery
gale,
Emotion cannot be defined
K. T. ifohgood was chrism by
One word's enormity,
(Continued from Page One)
Or given concrete form,
Jane Morrison Katherine Fraley, Betty Sue the Session of Central Presbyterian Church to attend the winNor may a cobweb be designed,
Goodwin, Betty Holt, Dora Lee ter meeting of Princeton PresbyOr music of a storm.
National Training School
The liquid leftover from canKemp, Howard Lisanby, Sue tery Thursday, Jan. 27, at Madimay
be
beans
snap
or
peas
ned
To Be Conducted
Please call No. SO and give items for thie page to who•ver answers the phone . . to expedite handllne
So beauty, past the common
Mitchell, James Mk-k, Marie sonville. Mr. Ilobgood is an elOf the news.
used in a white sauce, In gravy
March 7 to 9
scale
Oliver, Lillie Mae Peters, Billie der of the church. Rev. David
or in soup.
Young farm people from Alalso attend
will
W.
Schulherr
Of garden, wind and sea,
Joe Pierce, Jim Siever, Lois
Canada, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
aska,
commisat
At
which
Sigmund
this
meeting
Circle
Romberg
Gillespie
Will
iss Pasquier
Stegall and Daniel Thomas, sioners will be named to attend the Hawaiian Islands and all
The Gillespie Circle of the
28
Paducah
February
Baker
Sophomores.
.rry Dr. John
General Assembly this spring in over the United States will gathFirst Baptist Church met at the
Chester
Ralph Anderson, Dorothy Bla- Buffalo, N. Y.
er at Kentucky Dam State Park
On Jaunary 20, Mrs.
home of Mrs. Charles MeLin
lock, Estella Cochran, Thelma
March 7 to 9, for a national rurwrence Pasquier, of New
Coleman, Iris Cravens, Marland Humphries, Arlyp Johnston, al-youth training school.
January 11.
engagethe
announced
-loans,
Crocker, Wanda Farless, Martha Shirley Kemp, William Mick, The school will be under ausMiss Elaine Morris, new chaird her daughter, Luck
Sue Gresham, Judy Haile, Lu- Marilyn Milton, Betty Mitchell, pices of the Rural-Youth Departman, presided,
cien Hall, Margie Hamby, ICath- Don Patterson, Patsy Quisenber- ment of the American Farm Bu.1,1e, to Mr. John Elliott Baker,
An interesting letter was read
Hopof
erine Hancock, Joyce Hollowell, ry, Byron Rogers, Rozell Shel- reau Federation. Its aim will be
Keach,
A.
H.
of Mrs.
from .eL. Gillespie, a missionJoan Jacobs, Rebecca Jake, Ber- ton, Margaret Stallins, Betty o find ways of developing leadary from Japan, for whom the
nard Jones, Jackie Koltinsky, Ruth Travis and Chloe Ann Win- ership in young farm people.
NewMiss Pasquier attends
circle is named.
Sara Lamb, Margaret Ladd, Jar- ters, Eighth grade.
Orleans,
New
Attendance is open to anyone
in
College,
rnb
Present were Mesdames Virri Dean Lane, June Oliver,
Charlotte Akers, Tommy Bis- interested in rural-youth proKap.
here she is a member of
ginia Caldwell, Margaret Jane
Charles Phelps, Doris Dean hop, Joyce Ann Bogges, Reba gram work, extension personnel
y.
Alpha Theta so
Carr, Betty Lee Tracey, Mildred
Pierce, Glenn Rcrbertson, Sidney Ann Call, Mickey Cunningham, working with older youth, state
of
ltAduate
a
is
Baker
Dr.
Weeks, Jackie Hubbard, MilliSatterfield, Wanda Scott, Mar- George Drennan, Buddie Hill- officers or committee members
:nderbilt Univers*, a member
dean McConnell, Birdie Litchtha Jane Stallins, Tommy Steph- yard, Eddie Hina,• Martha Sue of rural-youth groups, and Farm
fraternisocial
Pi
Theta
Beta
field, Mary Grace Spickard, Virens, Barbara Strong, Joanne Hodge, John Hopper, Joyce Jar- Bureau rural-youth directors, ac, and Phi Chi medical fraterginia Satterfield, Nell McLin;
Ward, Dorothy Jean Williams, vis, Evelyn Johnson, Charles cording to R. C, Cross, Jr., dirphyresident
and is now a
Monday night, Feb. 28, in Misses Irene Beckner, Elaine
Martha Wilson, Artice Wood, McClain, Billy Mona, Ronald ector of the young people's declan at Touro Infirmary, in Tilghman Auditorium in Padu- Morris, Margaret Ann CartEarl Wood and Jim Richle, Murphy, Billy Ray Newby, Shir- partment of the Kentucky Farm
ew Orleans.
Freshmen.
ley Jean Paris, Billy Siever and Bureau.
cah, Sigmund Romberg and his wright and Mildred Groom. Mesin
take
place
will
wedding
The
dames Mabel McElroy and Sue
Ken
Leslie Conway Lacey, Seventh
Donna
Barnes,
Boitnott,
in
person.
will
appear
orchestra
id-February.
Serve cinnamon apples with
Dunn were visitors.
Wilma Brandon, Janice Brink- grade.
Dr. Baker is the son of the late He will feature such entertainers
served by
pork roast, or choose pickled
a
were
Refreshments
Jeanette
ley,
Micky
Cravens,
hott Baker, of Princeton.
as Jarrnilla Nov:otna, who was the hostess, Mrs. McLin, and the
?,,bout 1,000 eye injuries occur peaches or spiced pears to garFutrell, Peggy Gues s, Billy
accorded great distinction for her co-hostess, Miss Irene Beckner.
-Hammond, Marian Bina, Sara daily among American workers. nish it.
issionary Society
dramatic role in "The Search", a
motion picture listed among the
:ets At Fredonia
FLATPLATE IRONER
The Missionary Society of 10 best of the year, and a possiirst Presbyterian Church, Fre- ble academy award winner. Othiron
Mrs. Tom Collins and chil,nia, met with Mrs, Florence er entertainers will be Victoria
There's no need for you to 11 hand irons. You can
one
at
pieces
three
.n.r arid Mrs. Dorothy Parr Sherry and Gene Marvey. There dren were guests of her parents,
and
•
two
over
stand for long hours
Smith, Shelwill be 60 artists and entertain- Mr. and Mrs. Roywhile the Rev.
iday afternoon.
,
coats,
and
suits
press
...
time
down
week
last
Sit
byville,
hoard.
hot ironing
Miss Imogene Wigginton had ers in all.
Mr. Collins attended a ministers
operation
Finger-tip
too.
ElecGeneral
a
W.
at
—
Mrs.
iron
to
program.
Sigmund Romberg is noted as conference in Lexington.
rge of the
makes it easy and restful.
• • •
. Young led in prayer. Talks the composer of such hits as
tric Flatplate Ironer — and
Mrs. Howard McGough rebeautiful,
ere given by Mrs. Parr, Mrs. "The Student Prince", 'The Des- turned Sunday after visiting her
turn out the most
Let our demonstrator show
ert Song", "Blossom Tim e". parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
oung and Miss Wigginton.
of
ironing
professional
most
you how to get beautiful,
Refreshments wtre served to "N e w Moon", "My Maryland", Johnston, Owensboro.
sitting
ironing
life.
Ivan
your
Mrs.
wrinkle-free
"Up in Central Park" and many
-rs. Kelly Landes,
• • •
Mrs. Armour Blaylock, former
phone-or
in
:. Bennett, Mrs. Young, Miss others.
Come
down!
inches
square
300
The BIG
Princetonlan, Is spending t h e
igginton, Mrs. Parr and Miss
winter w it h her sisters, Mrs.
ironing surface is equal to for a demonstration.
arr.
Martha Hendricks and Mrs.
Soil Conservationist
HaHonolulu,
Douglas Landes,
To Address Club
waii.
ntertains In Honor
GENERAL•ELECTRIC
Oliver C. Allcock, soil conser• •.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
vationist, will speak at a meet• Mrs. Curtenius
!IONISES
WASHERS — DRYIRS
for a
Miss Katharine Garrett enter- ing of the Princeton Rose and will leave Saturday
Florida.
in
vacation
month's
honGarden Club at 7 o'clock Thursined Sunday afternoon in
• •.
of her house gues t, Mrs. day night, Feb. 3, in George
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
ederick B, Curtenius, )(slams- Coon Library. He will also show entertained at dinner Wednesday night, Jan. 19, In honor of
", Mich. Present were Mr. and slides on soil conservation.
Each club member is request- Mrs. Frederick B. Curtenius,
.rs. nay McGough, Mr, and
Phone 260
Kalamazoo, Mich,, the guest of
(Under New Managerment)
rs. John Ed Young, Mr. and ed to bring a twig of either an Miss Katheripir Garrett.
rs. Richard Ratliff, Mr. and evergreen or decidious shrub
• • •
ALMA PARSLEY
4-+++++ + + + -t- *4+
+
Mr, and Mrs. Clifton Wood
rs. George Eldred, Mr. and from his garden, the program
ZELLA MENSCH
business
on
CurtenLouisville
n
I
*
are
The
memMrs.
Pedley,
announced.
committee
:rs. G. M.
ber who can identify the most this week.
r and Miss Garrett.
+
• • •
shrubs will be awarded the Ribf. +.
Miss Katharine Garrett, Mrs.
Prunes are delicious when pit• bon of the Month.
William Rice, Mrs. Richard Ratf}4Change in club by-laws will liff and Mrs. Charles Ratliff
ed and stuffed with a mixture
soft sharp yellow cheese and be discussed at the meeting, it. were visitors in Hopkinsville
++.
Monday.
inely ground pecan nutmeats. was announced.
• • •
.-rve the stuffed prunes on a
Mr. and Mrs, W. E. Davis have
4-•
Production of a single bifocal returned to Arvada, Col., after
,ed of watercress and pass a
lens requires total of 302 skills. visiting here. Mr, and Mrs. Dav+++.
•ressing.
is moved to Colorado 2 years ago
f++'
becauscof the former's health.

Young Farm Folk
To Meet At Dam

Beauty

. 90
4010444W441.
OPENING OF THE

HENRIETTA COFFEE SHOP

a

I

TODAY (THURSDAY)
Open From 6:30 A. M. To 9 P. M.

SPRING
COATs SUIT

+++.

Capitol Shows
901 10 Best Films
' Theater Has Maintained
High Level Last
6 Years

Nine of the "Ten Best Pictures of 1948" have been shown
at the Capitol Theater or are
booked for showing at an early
date, Thomas J. Simmons, manager, said this week.
The "Ten Best Pictures", recently selected by 508 representative critics, reviewers and
cotnmentators of films in an
annual poll, are: "Gentleman's
Agreement", "Johnny Belinda",
"I Remember Mama",•"Treasure
of Sierra Madre", "Hamlet",
"The Naked City", "Sitting
Pretty", "State of the Union",
"Call Northside 777", and "The
Bishop's Wife". All but two of
theat--have.% been .sitannk.iat —the
Capitol during the last year.
"Johnny Belinda" is booked for
showing and "Hamlet", an English production, has not yet had
a general release in this country.
This is the sixth consecutive
year the Capitol has had such a
record in bringing the finest motion pictures produced to the
citizens of Princeton, Mr. Sim.
mons said.
In commenting on this unusual
record Manager Simmons said,
"It has been my constant endeavor, as well as that of The
Crescent Amusement Company,
to give our patrons the best film
entertainment available in pleasstir,
comfortable
a nd
ant
roundings."

Miss Nichols Will Lead
Evitom Club Program
You're the
!O'ere mod ond chic! . . .
every time
bast dressed Junior-Of-The-Doe
of Hockorium
styling
MOORDALE'S
you're seen in
open
shot
pockets
ail-wool tweedl Great big
across
-bond"
-latch
"bow
.
llte sides •
hand-stitched edges)
Abe front. . . and . . . ALL
Green.
SIZES 9-- 15
kt IWO*, Gray,

$47.50

Princeton, Ky.

ack,
gain!

A SMALL DEPOSIT NOW
WILL HOLD YOUR SPRING
COAT OR SUIT . . . PAY
BALANCE ON EASY
PAYMENTS

Miss Myrtle Nichols will lead
the program at a meeting of the
Evitan Club, 6:30 o'clock Thursday night, Jan. 27, in the annex
of Central Presbyterian Church.
The club, composed of business and professional women of
the church, meets each fourth
Thursday for supper, program
and business.
Officers are Miss Pamelia
Gordon, president; Miss Mary
Wilson Eldred, vice-president,
and Mrs. Reg Lowry, secretarytreasurer.
Artichokes take about three
quarters of an hour to cook
when they are covered with
boiling water. After they are
removed from the water they
should be turned upside dawn
to drain well.

TOWLE•S OLD NEWBURY

NOW AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER
Fourteen beautiful Towle patterns in a wide
selection of pieces can now be ordered! la one

sheacyour,Taside pattern? _Chearlsinot the
pieces you have been waiting for:
Teaspoon

Cocktail Fork

Luncheon Knife

Coffee Spoon

Luncheon Fork

Tablespoon

TOWLE S NARY CHILTON

Butter Spreader

Dessert Spoon

Cream Soup Spoon

Cold Meat Fork

Salad Fork

Gravy Ladle

Dinner Knife

Butter Knife

Dinner Fork

Sugar Spoon

Iced Beverage Spoon

TOWLE S OLD SROCADE

TOWLE'S VIRGINIA CARTEL

Junior Fitted Coats
All wool suede — the fitted coat
of the year. The gathered back
style juniors love with curved
lapel and pocket treatment . . .
Handsomely buttoned. Fully rayon lined. Sizes 10 to 18. New
pastel colors; also gray.

MISSES PATCH POCKET SUIT

patch
Single breasted jacket with open club collar, envelope
in popular
Pocket. Fully rayon lined. Side sipper skirt . . .
Sixes lt to 18.
gray frost point and bright shades of gabardine.

.

Wit ron

tr.

We can accept orders
for summer delivery up to
February 1st only

akerN
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Cost Of Drainage
Paid In One Year
Two thousand and eight hundred feet of tile laid on a 15acre field pato tor Itself end returned a profit the first year to
Z. A. Bowman of Jackson county. Last spring, Mr. Bowman
with the aid of Farm Agent K.
C. Mills and Earl G. Welch, of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky, laid the tile. Then the
field was planted to corn, The
crop yielded 75 bushels to the
acre where corn wouldn't grow
before, said Bowman.
The irritating secretion
stinging ants is formic acid.

Sheep Production
Project Announced

Increased Yields In
Breckinridge County
How farmers in Breckinridge
yields
county have increased
during the past 10 years wise reviewed recently by Farm Agent
Kenneth A. Brabant, Said he:
'Tobacco yields have been increased from 750 to 1,140 pounds
an acre; corn yields upped from
18 to 40 bushels an acre; 150,000
tons of lime' and 125,000 tons of
fertilizer spread; cattle. numb es increased by 50 percent;
pasture and hay production tripled; 1,200 ponds dug; production
of red clover seed, timothy and
redtop seed increased, as well as
use of vetch; new varieties of
tobacco, corn, clover and grass
introduced; egg production increased; breeding stock of beef,
dairy, hogs and sheep improved,
and rural electrification provided on 900 farms."
Members of various agricultural groups recommended that future plans include emphasis on
home and farmstead improvement, and continued improvement of soil, pastures, and of
dairy and beef herds.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

GET AHEAD by taking advantage of our Personalized Financial Service for Families and Individuals. For borrowers or
non-borrowers, without cost or obligation. Phone or•come In
for complete information.

lava/Sidle FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY.
Phone 470

106 E. Court Square

Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

or'
prJ1
for
Frr

Pres
feetnott.

the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.
As outlined by Richard C. Miller, the plan includes prizes for
farmers producing the largest
number of pounds of, lamb a
ewe before July, also before
December, and for farmers having the highest gross income a
ewe for the' year from the sale
of lambs and wool.
Three sizes of flocks will be
included-20 to 50 ewes, 51 to
100 ewes and over 100 ewes. Also
there will be competitions among
three classes of counties—those
having more than 15,000 ewes,
counties with 5,000 to 15,000
ewes and counties with less than
5,000 ewes.
Shows will be a part of the
In them are to be clascontest.
on
Ky.,
Louisville,
at
house
a
into
plane
crashed
Guard
National
Air
KILLED—Ohio
OHIO PILOT
and groups of
'carloads
for
ses
Wit0.
Columbus,
Lortz,
Carl
Lt.
2nd
as
was
pilot.
identified
He
killing
routine training flight,
lambs.
five
and
10
deep20,
buried
was
Plane
Field.
to
land
nearby
Standiford
trying
at
nesses said pilot was apparently
Awards, aside from cash prizes
ly into house. (AP Wirephoto)
contributed by lamb marketing
agencies, packers and other persons and concerns, will include
gold certificates for farmers producing 120 pounds or more of
lamb a ewe, silver certificate for
farmers producing 110 to 1 1 9
in a 11 independen: team" argument, cage fans have pounds of lamb a ewe, and
game to a
By Jim Becker
gathered in the respective cor- bronze certificate for farmers
school.
(AP Newsfsatures Sports Editor)
The coach had been warned to ners of the marvelous centers of producing 100 to 109 pounds of
New York—Those baby-face
watch the small school and he the two teams—Groza and Makids from St. Louis U. have
had retorted: "I'll eatony hat if cauley. In this debate, St. Louis
'AGENTS FOR
-whizzed through the east again, we lose to them." He ate his hat, has an edge. No one seems to
leaving gasping basketball ex- literally, and it tasted so lousy hold a gripe. against Macauley
perts in their wake.
he demanded a return game despite his cherub-like face.
iNC. 'DISTANCE MOVIN'...
Easy Ed, which is a rare sports
They also left behind one of which be lost, too. The coach
fits,
really
it
because
he
but
still
nickname
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
those Michigan-Notre Dame type was out of headgear
calmly performs the most fanContact
arguments you hear during the wasn't convinced.
JAMES D MASHBURN
The logic of .these unbudging tastic feats on the court. He pos
football season. T h e "other
Princeton, Ky.
1193
Phone
team" in this case is Kentucky, experts is that t he Kentucky sesses a wonderful hook shot
which did a little whizzing of team has three stars on the and a fine one-handed set, and
its own in the east on an earlier squad—Ralph Beard, Alex Groza can really score if he wants to.
and Jones. St. Louis has only Ed But it is as a "quarterback" on
occasion this season.
Now the rhubarbs are really Macauley, the incomparable six the pivot, passing off the decoying, that he really is the masraging over which is the better foot, eight stringbean.
The other St, Louis players ter,
basketball team. The discussions
Macauley is usually doubleare enhanced by the fact that are only ordinary, they say,
the two teams already have met even after watching them per- teamed, leaving another player
once and seem almost certain to form • one of their incredibly at least partially open. He is untangle again before the season fast breaks with finger-tip pass- canny at spotting this loose team
ing. The Billikens earned tre- mate and pas; i ng off for a
is out.
St. Louis won the first encoun- mendous ovations from the bucket.
Groza also -has the shots, is a
ter, 42-40, at New Orleans. But Garden crowd for their compefine scorer and passer. Both are
instead of settling the issue, the tence as they demolished LIU.
But if Kentucky can't pass fine rebounders. Probably no
match only heated up the controversy. Wildcat partisans have with St. Louis, the Wildcats cer- partisan will be convinced in this
a raft of explanations for the tainly can shoot rings around debate, either.
narrow defeat. Kentucky had a the Missouri Valley team. The
flat second half, they point out, Billikens lack an outside shot, Wheat Cover Helps
scoring only 13 points. Wah Wah with the possible. exception of
Jones couldn't hit the backboard Schatzman, who hasn't been hit- Check Soil Erosion
Erosion losses from land jn
with a handful of rocks. Jones is ting from way out this season
a
one of the team's top scorers and as he did last. Kentucky, on the winter wheat are only about
on the same
usually a dead shot. He made other h a nd, had five or six quarter as much as
players who are dead shots land standing over winter in
one field goal in the game.
corn stubble, according to Lyle
the
with
from
counter
about 25 feet out.
fans
Billiken
In conjunction with the "best. B. Leonard of the College of Agassertion that a team looks bad
riculture and Home Economics,
only when it is made to look
University of Kentucky, An Ohio
bad. They insist their team was Home Improvements
report stated that corn stubble
the stronger club under the sec- Follow Electricity
lost nearly 10 tons of soil an acre
ond half pressure. And they
The year 1948 will be rememwhile fields in
credit Jones' performance to e bered by Mrs. Ray Martin, of each winter,
2.4 tons.
only
lost
veheat
Marvin
by
job
fine defensive
Caldwell county, and her famiCornstalks left on land help to
(Kervin) Schatzman.
ly for the improvements made protect it, Leonard said, especialHowever, around here most of in their home. Following the inare rolled or disked
the experts, althcugh they hold stallation of electricity in Feb- ly if they
A cornstalk mulch will
both in high esteem, seem to ruary, the Martins bought a re - down.
only save soil but also rainlean toward Kentucky despite frigerator, vacuum cleaner, floor not
fall, by keeping the soil from
the defeat.
lamp, steam iron an d toaster. completely sealing, he added.
They seem to find it difficult They also installed a furnace
to rate St. Louis, with its fleet and bathroom. Then they added
little crew of athletes that look a clothes closet for better storlike choir boys, over the poised, age, papered three rooms, the
older and more experienced Ken- bathroom and hallway, painted
tuckians,
two floors and varnished some
It is believed that even if the woodwork. Mrs. Martin also conprecocious Billikens hung an- verted 12 kerosene lamps for
other on the chins of Adolph electric use.
Rupp's boys,- gie...extierts woild
=amber of the: Ott&.Pohel
still. consider*. Kentacky.a -sonnaz Hoinemakers club and former
er team.
president of the Caldwell•CounThey're about as hard to con- ty
Association,
Homemakers
football
vince as a west coast
Mrs. Martin was awarded a•$50
coach who once had a Rose Bowl bond by the Princeton Kiwanis
bid practically in his pocket un- Club in the annual county home
til his team went out and blew a improvement contest,

St. Louis Or Kentucky?: Which
Is Better Basketball Team

Financial worries are bad They sap your enthusiasm for both
work and play. Find how much cash you need to get caught
then phone or come in We'll gladly loan you the
up .
money and arrange a convenient repayment plan that will
help keep you on top

'II p0d

lamb.
As the name of the contest Indicates, the lambs must be raised on pasture, except that early
lambs may be creep-fed until
A'idate- ivele "lamb on pas- spring pasture is ready, but not
ture" project to encourage sheep later than May 15.
production has been launched by

DVan:irernertlir
13:06
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly paint
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDUI'd 2-way help.
You gee, CARDUI may make thing,
lots easier for you In either of two
Ways: (1) started 3 days before
'your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain: (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
n should improve your appetite,aid
digeetIon, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying. days to
come. CARDUT Ts /scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you gruffer "at those certain tinantr.
pt Ounut today.
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In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentu
the tax books are now open for inspection 11‘

They can be seen at my office in the
Courthouse until

It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessary to good health.

You will receive courteous treatment and the
highest market price for your tobacco.
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Color Prints
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$1.00
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Kitchen Curtains
i OTTAGE SET
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Sink4"PaBLANKETS

PAIR

$1.00
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$1.00
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Ladies'
PANTIES

Children's
PANTIES

3 prs. for

4 prs. for

$1.00

$1.00

5 Balls

HATS - - HOSE

CURTAIN SCRIM Crochet Thread

$1.00

THIS IS AMERICA

Plaid Flannel

$1.00

3 ycis. Solid Colors

N.
)

$1.00

This is freedom — many religions, many
races, living in harmony together. For freedom is more than a way of life. It is a state
of spirit—and our richest asset.
Under freedom of religion, Americans
attend more churches than any other nation. Under freedom of speech, we have
more newspapers, more radio stations than
any country in the world. Under freedom
of opportunity, our children attend more
schools, have more chances to succeed in
life.
We are only 7% of the world.s people,
living on 6% of the world's land. Yet we
who live in America have the highest

GLOVES

$1.010

•MmEMIlminolp

Hurry! to
Hurry!

puRDYS

standard of living the world has eves
known.
Under freedom of enterprise—you may
call it Democracy, or Capitalism — we
make just about one-third of the world's
goods, mostly for our own use. We drive
three-fourths of the world's autos, use
about half the ;world's electricity. Our
homes are unrivaled for comfort and laborsaving devices. We eat more meat, buy
more clothes, see more shows. own more
insurance. We -even save more money. ,
Yes, freedom pays—in the coin of tolera, d understanding. and in the coin
ancen
of progress and prosperity.

• MIN HAYES stars In Hie ELECTRIC THEATRE.

Hoar If sivory Sunday, CIS, 8 P. M., CST.
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holding company stock.
Teachers' Art Exhibit
"With this distribution, K.U.
On Display At UK
will be a completely independent
A Kentucky Teachers Art Excompany," Mr. Watt said today.
sponsored by the Univerhibit,
"and thousands Of our stockholdsity of Kentucky Department of
ers will be Kentuckiara Further
Art, opened on Jan. 24 and will
more, seven of the eight mem..
continue for three weeks. Teahers of our board of directors
chers from throughout the state
Middle West Corpora- are widely known Kentucky bus
from grade school through coliness men."
tion Dissolved By Law;
lege have submitted samples of
K. U.'s directors, in addition
their are work for the exhibit.
Prominent Kentuckto Watt, are Washington Reed
A tea for all exhibitors and their
and E. W. Brown, K.U. vice
ians On Board
friends will be held Feb. 5 in
Lexington, Jan, 27—Kentucky presidents; John Kirtley, Owens
the Art Gallery.
business man; W. Emmel
boro
Utilities Company today becomes
Milward, Lexington
busines,
an independent operating corn• man;
Earl R. Muir, president of
P)ofesser Is Author
pony with no holding company the Louisville Trust Company,
Dr. Thomas D, Clark, head of
connections. The announcement Paul G. Blazer, chairman of the
the University of Kentucky hiswas made last night by K. U. board of Ashland Oil and Re
tory department, is the author of
President R. M. Watt.
fining Company, Ashland, a n d
a new book, "The Rural Press
Distribution of the outstand- Ralph D. Stevenson, attorney,
and the New South". The UK
ing 1,665,000 shares of KU Chicago.
professor has conducted an excommon stock will begin today
"KU., which now provides
tensive study of Southern jourto the approximately 25,000 electric service to 160,000 custonalism and has published a prestockholders of the Middle West mers in 73 Kentucky counties,
vious book on the subject, enCoroporation, Chicago holding is engaged in the largest con- FINAL SALUTE—Chiang Kai-Shek (center), who retited Jen. 21 as China's president is cheered by titled "The Southern Country
company which has held the K. struction program in the com- troops of the Nationalist garrison in Nanking after he inspected them and watched what was called Editor."
U. issue. Middle West is being pany's history," Watt added.
the most spectacular review of Chinese troops since the end of World War II. The review was one
dissolved in compliance with
In July K.U. completed a $9,. of Chiotg's last official acts. (AP Wirephoto)
Students Give Books
provisions of the Holding Com- 000,000 steam-electric generating
For German Library
The American Negro is, by
pany Act.
plant on the Kentucky River, in
University of Kentucky stubiology,
new
in
something
blood,
Basis of distribution is one Woodford county, 20 miles from
dents and faculty have contributshare of K.U. common for each Lexington. Another generating representing crossing of various
ed approximately 2000 books
two shares of Middle West com- plant is now under construction blood lines from the different
and periodicals in a campaign
mon.
on Green River, near Central African tribes as well as considdesigned to restock the library
The distribution makes Mid- City, which will cost an estimat- erable white and American In.arge sums of money in front of at the German University in
By Clark Beach
dle West stockholders direct ed $11,000,000.
dian infusions.
Heidelberg. These books and
Washington—Grants of federal them. It is theirs to use if they
owners of K.U.'s common equity
magazines will help to replace
match
it,
capital, which they formerly
usually
putting
up many of those burned by the
The pigmy whale of New ZeaWhale oil today is, valued for money to the states are becomowned indirectly through their land is 20 feet long.
ing larger each year, And many from about 25 to 50 percent of Nazis.
glycerine, soaps and creams,
leaders in the state and federal the total sum to be spent.
2. Equalize the burden among
The University of Caen, in
governments don't like it. The
Normandy, France, ranks as the
grants-in-aid gradually subtract the rich and poor states.
But that's where t h e critics third oldest English University.
from the independence of the
states, they say, weakening the begin to differ with the advo- It was founded by Henry VI of
cates of grants. There is very lit- England, then conqueror of that
whole federal systm.
Last August the Joint Confer- tle equalization of the burden, part of France.
ence of State Governors a n d they claim, and .ome experts in
members of Congress at a meet- the Federal Bureau of the Buding in Chicago resolved that the get agree with them.
In fact, say the critics, grants
grants should be reduced at least
20 percent in the fiscal year discriminate against the poor
Auction Sale Every Sat1950. But President Truman pro- states. To get the big hunks of
urday, beginning at
posed in his 1950 budget sub- federal money they obligate
stantial raises, rather than re- themselves to put up matching
10:30 - Rain or Shine.
ductions, in the total of grants. funds which leave holes in their
$ 2 if they don't sell
The largest increases he suggest- small treasuries. To engage in
Boys' Blue Chambray $
$10 if they do sell
ed were $290,000,000 for federal the federal program they have to
aid to education and $65,000,000 neglect some local programs
Anybody Can Sell
and Khaki Work
for increased general assistance. which might be more important
Anybody Can Buy
Even without these new pro- to them.
Main Street Car
The federal government, moregrams, however, the 1950 total
of grants was bound to be higher over, must necessarily establish. Exchange & Auction Co.
rather than lower. T h s was certain minimum standards for
SIZES 6 to 14
Hopkin.sville, Ky.
pointed out in a speech in De- the programs it helps to finance,
Day Phone - 1886
cember by James E. Webb, direc- and this means a measve of
Night Phone - 619
Men's Blue Sanforized $
tor of the budget. The federal control over local administragovernment was already commit- tion. Representatives of the
Chambray Work
ted to supply increased funds in Council of State Governments
grants, in accordance with past feel that the whole program
tends to violate the well accept,
acts of Congress.
The practice of giving the ed political principal that the
states grants-in-aid is as old as unit of government which spends
SIZES 14 to 191 .2
the republic, but it has taken on money should be responsible for
major importance only in recent collecting it.
Neither the Council nor the
years. The big boom came in
the 1930s, when the states and Governors, however, want the
cities were unable to cope with grants program abandoned. They
the needs for work projects and only want it minimized. And
other relief- for the unemployed. they want the federal governThe peak came in 1939, when $2,- ment to withdraw from tax col908,999,000 was spent in federal lections in certain fields wher?!
SIZES 14 to 17
states can step in and raise
grants.
Since 1946 they have been ris- money to conduct their own soing again: $1,622,068,338 in 1948; cial programs. But federal ex$1,941,784,566 estimated for 1949; perts, and even Council repreand $2,458,202,454 in 1350 if the sentatives, admit that this probPresident's proposed new legis- ably would not be the answer.
lation is approved. This would Localities hate to tax their own
not include $100,000,000 in con- people, and states try to keep.
tract authorizations for the new their taxes down because of inhousing program which the terstate competition—the effort
President recommended as an- to provide tax havens for wealthy corporations and individuals.
other grant measure.
The programs now financed by
The general idea behind grants
is that the federal government grants-in-aid might lag or be
should pay part of the bill to abandoned. And even if states
enable the states to conduct cer- and localities impose taxes as
tain programs in the interest of heavy as their people can afford,
the nation as a whole. The states the poor states will end up with
themselves administer the revenue which is inadequate for
.now In
grants, The programs ,chizily such prog,x2ftms as,th
'
IF"
:
<
;,.:.V.
{
.
,
4 :t
'
'
i':"; ,;,.'.
,4,,a7, ,i:..., oal: ;,.
- ligpieb;AzianetlelltiliffiletUrf
cial welfare. Grants: are suppos- seriously to expect any -development except a gradually expanded to do two things:
I. Stimulate the stain to con- ed program of grants-in-aid,
duct programs they might not
About one-tenth of the popuundertake if they had to depend
entirgly on their own funds. The lation of the United States is
federal government dangles Negro.
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LOW PRICES ON WELL
MADE SERVICEABLE

Don't Forget

SHIRTS

2

SHIRTS

are made to highest quality standards, of steel;
gleaming white. You'll appreciate the well planned
"Kitchenaider" cabinet sinks with acid-resisting porcelain enameled tops, the roomy floor and wall cabinets that Five you plenty of handy storage specs
for everything. Come in and see how this smart new
equipment can modernize your kitchen at low cost.
Buy On Our Easy Paramus

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Company

SHIRTS

m e s air

In. Boat 1
ta. Saud 1
lisad 1
to. Mad 1
Es. baud 1
IL bud
i. lleuod
411.11TF LI
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STARTS NEXT WEEK

FEBRUARY
FURNITUR1E
YES . . . and WE DO MEAN BIG!!!
This store wide Annual Sale is scheduled to
be bigger than ever.

More merchandise in

all departments than has ever been Misplayed before in the history of our business.
The mark-downs are substantial and afford
you great savings, some PRICES CUT AS
MUCH AS ONE-HALF.

Seeing is believing. Bargains galore.

VALUES ARE TERRIFIC!
Entire stock goes on sale (With the exception of a few fair trade items). Every
room ih your home will benefit by this sale.
Fine quality floor coverings at TremendJust a couple of the many values offered. FEDERAL PERIOD SOFA, nation- ous Price Cuts!
ally known PULLMAN quality, massive styling, beautifully upholstered,
solid mahogany frame. Regular price $289.95 — Sale Price $187.00.
Living Room . Bedroom . . . Dining
9 pc. DINING ROOM SUITE, full size credenza, china cabinet, large exten- Room Suites and •Il the other items needed
sion table and six chairs. A quality suite. Regular price $
349.95 — Sale to furnish a home.
Price $248.00.

Youthmore design genius shows you bow to be
trimly tailored—young and different—in this
dunning new gabanikne. Swinging little box jacket
(that can "double" as a shortie coat) slants
tailored bands of dark and light from &boulder
to hip. Dramatic topping for its
akee. 411*

TERMS ARRANGED
To Suit Your Budget

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopidnsvine

, January 27, 1949

wing are general descripof varieties of tobacco de•d by the Agricultural Exert* Stattion of the UniverKentucky.
16: A stand-up white burmoderately
resistant
to
root-rot. Yield is heavy
uality is high if allowed
. This is consistently the
oney maker on the station

n you get your diploma
'II have a big decision to
ke. What field will you enBefore you decide, take•
at what the U. S. Army
erg high school graduates.
The Army's Technical School
an is designed to give you your
as a specialist in one of
re than nearly 100 important
Is and trades—and you can
ify for the one you choose
ore you enlist.
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plots.
,Ky. 4IA: Similar to 1Cy. 14 in
yield and quality but of a more
drooping type. Moderately resistant to black root-rot.
Ky. 22: A stand-up white burley highly resistant to black
root-rot. Yield is considerably
lower than Ky. 16. Quality is
high.
Ky. 24: A drooping type of
white burley similar to Warner
in plant characters. Moderately
resistant to black root-rot. Yield
is below that of Ky, 16. Quality
is high.
BB. 13 and BB. 14-48: These
are white burley varieties highly resistant to black root-rot that
were derived from a cross with
Golden Burley and a highly
root-rot resistant burley. Yield
is lower than Ky. 16 but quality

Good pay, excellent facilit1es.
plenty of room for promotions.
Talk it over now with
nearest U. S. Army and
Air Force Recruiting Station

U.

U.S. Army and
U. S. Air Force

Princeton, Ky.

HE SAME OLD HOUSE,
YOU'D BE SURPRISED,
LOOK AT /T NOW/
THEY MODERIVIZED

C LOCAL TRADEMARKS, lac.

Modernize Your Kitchen With
Cabinets
Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
17,2c per it.
%-in. Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
22,2e per ft.
Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
2.5c
per ft.
Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
30e
per ft.
34-in. Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
321,2c per ft.
So'und 2 sides Fir Plywood
2,2c per ft.
3t-in. Sound 2 sides Fir Plywood
35c per ft.
OMPLETE LINE CABINET COVERENG, HARDWARE,
METAL MOULDINGS.

Recipe Of The Week

Ky. Farm News

A hearty cream soup makes a
good main dish for lunch or sup'r. J. Bartlett of DitViONS counper. In the following recipe from
ty has begun a two-year prothe College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
gram of building up a permanKentucky, you can use some of
ent pasture of 20 acres,
the canned tomatoes and corn
Farmers of Calloway county
you put up last summer.
have set as their goal the plantVegetable Cream Soup
ing of 500,000 seedlings in their
1 cup canned corn
reforestation program.
I tablespoon minced onion
Incomes of $1,000 or more an
bay leaf
acre for tobacco were received
3 whole cloves
by several farmers In Adair
4.41 cup water
county.
3 cups canned tomatoes
More corn was produced on 24
4 cups milk
acres in 1948 than was grown on
4 tablespoons flour
38 acres 20 years ago, said W.
4 tablespoons butter or fortWied
C. Johnstone, agronomist at the
margarine
UK College of Agriculture and
1 ',4a teaspoons salt
Home Economics.
2 egg yolks
By growing disease-resistant
Combine the corn, onion, spicvarieties to tobacco in 1948, Cores and water and cook together
nelius Caleb of Meade county
for 10 minutes. Add tomatoes,
made $600 more an acre than
reheat, and then remove spices.
in 1947.
Make a white sauce of the milk,
Black shank, a disease of toflour, butter and salt. Combine
bacco, was found last year along
the two mixtures by adding a
Elkhorn Creek and the Kentuclittle of the tomato mixture at a
ky River in Franklin county.
time to the white sauce, stirring
More than $50,000 worh of
all the while. Then add wellstrawberries from less than 100
beaten egg yolks and serve.
acres were sold through the
Menu for lunch or supper•
Green River Growers AssociaVegetable cream soup, toasted
cheese sandwiches, fruit , salad ACTING PRESIDENT OF CHINA—Li Tsung-Jen (above), vice tion in Muhlenburg county last
president of China, became acting president (Jan. 21) following year.
and jam cake,
Alvin Hogue, Warren county
Chiang Kai-Shek's departure from Nanking. Chiang left the
Chinese capital city amid reports that he was quitting the presi- 4-H'er, harvested a bout 400
College Radio Schedule
dency for good. An official announcement said he would visit his pounds more tobacco to the acre,
Radio speakers to be hear d
after changing from a non-disnative place at Fenghua in Chekiang province. (AP Wirephoto)
daily at 12:45 p.m., over station
ease resistant variety tto Ky. 22.
WHAS from the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, will be:
Jan. 31, W. E. Jackson, "Forest
ALFALFA
Trees as a Soil Cover Crop:"
Feb. 1, Carl W. Jones, "Utopia
HRIVES ON
Club Work," Feb. 2, James S.
By Vern Haugland
Some phases of prospecting
Brown, "Some Changes in KenFOUR-LEAF
Washington —AP— Russia got research were under way in
tucky's Population," Feb. 3, C.
the
jump
on
the
world
Give
17
other
years
your
alfalfa
countries, Hawkes says.
a good big
D. Phillips, "The Outlook for
Beef Cattle," and Feb. 4,-Robert ago in the improtant new sci- Sweden, for example, was mak- helping of its favorite food—
ence
of geochemical prospect- ing progress
H. Ford, "Questions from Farm
on the chemical and watch it grow! Feeding
on
FOUR-LEAF
People." On Feb. 5, at 11:45 a.m., ing, but American geochemists analysis of vegetables as a clue hungrily
Powdered Rock Phosphate, the
Miss Zelma Monroe will discuss think they may have caught up to the soil's composition,
alfalfa takes its nitrogen from
"New Aspects of Home Demon- with or even outdistanced the
But most of the reporting on
the free air. You get a huge
soviet scientists in giving the the
stration Work."
subject was by the Russians.
increase in alfalfa growth, a
pick-and-shovel
prospector
a Hawkes himself had to learn
to richer alfalfa for livestock
—
Roy Guess of Crittenden coun- new tool— the chemical kit.
read Russian in order to transand all following crops benefit
They can't be sure, because late the
ty has ordered 2,500 locust seedarticles and to check
from the increased soil phosRussia clamped a secrecy lid on the accuracy
lings for planting March.
of translations by
phorus, nitrogen, and organic
geochemical research a year ago. other persons.
Forty-three Je r s esy
calve
matter. Grow phosphated alt
were distributed among 4-H'ers Since January 1948 no new re,Hawkes says at least thr ee alfa—for
low-cost soil imby the Washington County 4-H ports on Soviet work of this commercial companies in the
provement.
type have been available.
Association.
United States already are experIt's all very important from a imenting its geochemic
al prosappears to be high.
security standpoint because the pecting. The Geologica
l Survey
Ky. 56: A stand-up white bur- natfbn that maps its hidden ore
Thompson Phosphate Co.
project, he adds, is "barely reach407 S. Dearborn St.,
ley highly resistant to black deposits the most thoroughly is
ing the stage where we are ready
Chicago 5, 111.
root-rot. Yield is slightly lower in the best position to use those
to give it a whirl in the field."
than Ky. 16 and quality is about resources in time of war.
equal.
The U. S. Geological Survey
lit is resistant to mosaic. has made public the translations
F 17 A-46: This white burley of six Russian papers on geovariety is resisPant to fusarium chemical research. The most imwilt, moderately resistant to portant raticle, by Soviet geoloblack root-rot, and resistant to gist E. A. Sergeev, summarizes
mosaic. Yield is nearly equal to Russia's work up to 1940 in soil
Ky. 16. It does not seem to blow analysis as a method of prospectdown in wet windy weather as ing for mineral ores.
Ky. 33 and Ky. 34 did. Quality
Says youthful, curly-haired
is good. This variety is recom- Herbert E. Hawkes, director
of
mended fbr wilt sick soils.
the Geological Survey's two-andBB. 50 and BE. 57-46: Two a-half-year-old project for geostand-up white burley varieties chemical research:
highly resistant to black root-rot
"Our program got under way
and mosaic. Yield is below Ky. in 1946. In addition to
laboratory
16. The quality of both is good. work, we started digging
through
Ky 150: A dark fire-cured var- all the obscure little journals
in
iety resistant to mosaic. It is rap- government libraries, looking
for
idly gaining in favor in the dark- papers on what other
Car Comfort! Seats as wide as sofas...up to 60.9 inches wide
countries
fired areas.
were doing about soil-analysis
Plenty
of hip and shoulder room for 6 Big People.
Ky. 161: A mosaic-resistant prospecting. We found
to our
One Sucker. The quality a nd complete amazement
Yes,a real "Mid-ShirRide in the smooth
that the
yield appears to be at least equal Russians were 14 years
ahead of
centersection.
to the best of the One Sucker us. They had
started the work
varieties.
in 1932."
New'Hydra-Coil'

pig

Skirt

appeal
The feminine touch to on 8.
hour clay! Strategically ploced
buttons on this two-piece
Cohoma Burley hutch*, linen
are the softening effect. Sizes
10 to 18 in hollyhock rose,
natural, horizon blue, luggage, club grey.

Other Styles Just As Smart

Sula and Eliza Nall

I ClillPIES!
Big Car Visibility! 'Picture WincliPwsi all around.
Rear window alone 88% larger.

Front Springs
New
'Para-Flex"
Rear

Sunday School teachers, instructors in the City Schools and in
the County Schools, parents and other adults of the
community
who are primarily interested in the safety of children
have been
presented beautiful booklets "Safety Sue and Her Friends",
in
color lithography, by the B. N. Lusby Co.
These booklets are available at our store, in the interest
of
Safety for the Children of America ... the Citizens of Tomor
row.
This is a service we are happy about for, please remem
ber we
are .. . "IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR
HEALTH"

Always Be Careful
The Folks At Home
Await Your Safe Return

B. N. Lusby Co.

WhIl•
tfrol
Irrollable al care cod.

Big Car Safety!'Liceguard'Body
of heavy -gauge steel..1.King-Size
Brakes that operate 35%
easier... lower center of gravity to
hold the road without
wander, even in a
'cross wind.

Take -the wheel...
try the Feel!

Big Car Power! Your choice of 100 h.p.
V-8 or a 95 hp Six. Up to 10% greater
gasoline savings.

There's a

in your future

'Tor Ford Dealer Invites you le three to the Fred Ailee Skew.S.qy Evieler — SIC Network.
Wei le Ike Feed Tbeiter, Frlip Evislop—Cii NONA so yew ornisper he Ow sad'Wm

RANDOLPH MOTORS

Main Street

Phone 100

,•••

Income Tax Malt .
Will Help Taxpayers

Tigers Defeated
In Title Game
By Lyons 38-25

Collector of Internal Revenut•
S. R. Glenn announces a depu
ty from his office will visit
Princeton, Feb. 21, 23, 24, 25;
Mar. 11, 14 and 15, to assist taxButler Entry, After Elim- payers in filing their final 1948
returns and their estimated reinating Tourney Favorite, turns for the yeqr 1949, due to
be filed by March 14. The serFalls Before Tight
vice is free. Collector Glenn
Defense
urges taxpayers to see the depuAfter upsetting Frances, t h e ty and let him help them with
Sat49-48,
favorite,
pre-tourney
their income tax problems,
urday afternoon, the Butler
tight
tally 18 points, but the damage
Tigers fell, 38-25, before the
defense of the Lyon County was already done.
Tiger scoring was by Barrett,
Lyons Saturday night In the
championship game of Three 16; McCaslin, 6, and Hogan,
Rivers basketball tournament at Franklin and Babb, 1 each.
Lyons scores were by Hulse, 13;
Marion.
The Lyons' defense prevented Travis, 8; Bailey, 7; Lester, 6,
the Tigers from scoring a single and Sowash, 4.
In the semi-final game with
field goal in the first half, their
seven points, five in the first Franc es Saturday afternoon,
quarter, two in the second, com- Williamson stole the ball with
15 seconds remaining and dribing from free shots.
The Tigers were not missing bled the length of the floor for
theii shots, they just couldn't the winning basket. The game
get to the goal to shoot. In the was close all the way with Fransecond half Butler managed to ces holding a one-point advan-

FINAL CLEARANCE

SALE
Women's Dress And
Casual Shoes
Now $1.00 AShoe
$2.00 A Pair

Mitchell Implement Co.
Will Show New
Silver Streak

NO EXCHANGES

vis- OR SALE: Dark Tobacco Seed
1 , 1,000
t showited 11,,
of Best Quality, several varit,
room
eties. See your dealer or order
on display
Chevrolet mod,
from growers. $1.00 per pack, were numerthere and vi • t I .
age. Shaffer & -Kurtz, HenTito very in4tc
•ous Mon,I.,,
s/taw, Kentucky.
ttt tter, tl, t
:•:tevens
clemeir
FOR SALE: 1 Used 7 ft. Frigidthree
al
Cl deat• • •
said. '1
aire refrigerator; 1 used Maymodof tilt, ..v passemt. •C
tag washer. McConnell Elecltc
els on the floor and four 1949
tric.
trucks.
and
house
FOR SALE: 6-room
lot, 125 Dawson Rd. Immediate
Ford Company Honors
possession. Call Princeton 836J., or write Edward Jones, Box
Randolph Motors
2tp
67, Sturgis, Ky,
Ralph Randolph, Ford dealer;
Fred Nichols, Jr., parts manaTwo
RENT:
OFFICES FOR
ger, a nd Reginald B. Hobby,
front rooms over Finkel's Fair
shop foreman, were honored by
Store, available January 1. Inthe Louisville district of the Ford
quire at Princeton Shoe Co.,
Motor Corporation at a meettic
Phone 86.
ing Saturday in Louisville.
Randolph Motors was one of FOR RENT: 3-roc
apartment
i
—
the agencies in the district to
with bath, gas, 701 Washingmeet the quota for sales of parts
ton. Wm. Pickei ing. Phone 570
and service set by the company
more beautiful walls use
For
for October and November.
RED SPOT flat wall paint —
Agencies from only three othonly $3.00 gal.—In 12 matched
er Western Kentucky towns,
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Cadiz, Paducah and Mayfield,
Parmolite finish. JOINER'S—
.were honored at the meeting.
your friendly hardware. tic
Terry Smith, Mayfield, was guest

The new 1949 Pontiac car will
be shown at the Mitchell Implement Company's garage here
Monday, Jimmy Mitchell said
Tuesday after mturning from a
dealers' preview of the Silver
Streaks at Cincinnati.
The Pontiac line features two
completely new cats, the Chiefton being an innovation, functional in design and of the notch
or bustle-back type. Its companion is the new Streamliner series, an up-to-date version of the
slant or fast back type made
popular by Pontiac. The former
Torpedo serie_s has been discontinued.
Pontiac will make 10 body
styles for 1949 and, with the
exception of the convertible
(Deluxe only) .and the swank
new sedan delivery (Standard
only), all will be available with
either standard or deluxe equipment.
speaker at the banquet.
Pontiac production for 1949 totaled 245,000 cars, the division's
third best year. The 1949 pro- Bids Asked On Road
duction is expected to exceed From Outwood Hospital
this figure.
Frankfort — The Department
of Highways will receive bids
tage at halftime,
The Tigers went into the semi- February 11, foresix federal-aid
finals after defeating Smithland, road projects including grade,
55-40, Friday night. The Lyons drain and traffic bound surfacarrived in the finals by winning ing of three miles of the Hopover Clay Thursday night and kinsville-Dawson Springs road.
The Christian4-lopking county
Fredonia Saturday afternoon.
Fredonia had to come from be- project begins at Ouhvood Hoshind to defeat Salem, 47-41, pital and extends across TradeThursday night. The Yellow water river.

The Princeton VFW Red
Rockets lost a hard-fought game,
54-51, Saturday night to Camp
Campbell. One overtime had to
be played. The Rockets' next
game will be against Dawson
Spri ngs Independents at 8
o'clock Saturday night, Jan, 29,
in Butler High School gym.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
NO REFUNDS

1949 Pontiac To
Be Here Monday

VFW Red Rockets Lose
To Camp Campbell Team

SOLD OFF TABLES

as
19-oz. can, reg. price
Case of 24 for
Kentucky Beauty-19-oz. can
reg. price, 2 for

1OC Lapel Peas
$2.25

$2.75

19-oz, can, reg. price

Case of 24 for
Kewpie, fancy, golden bantam

C

orn
Case of '44 for
-.Scott.County.. .

19-oz. can, reg. price

Case of 24 for ..
Mazo, Wisconsin

raut
29-oz. can
Case of 24 for
Big Boy Vegetable

5,5roo4
.
,

Grape Juice
Apple Butter
M

protection .. .
It's too late after you have a loss.

RUMMAGE SALE: Sponsored
by FBLA Club, Saturday, Jan.
29, in annex of Elks' Club;
ltp
opens 830 A.M.

All persons knowing themsel- ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfacves to be indebted to the estate
tory work at reasonable prices
of the late Fred Taylor will
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Raplease come forward and settle
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
accounts on or before February
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tfc
20; and all persons having
claims against the said estate FOR SALE: Fescue Seed, clean,
will please present same for payfirst quality. Phone 99 day;
ment.
Night Farmersville exchange
Runasey B. Taylor, Adminis903. Clifton Clift and Marvin
3tc
trator.
3tp
Sigler.

Call Us

Play Safe

JOHN E. YOUNG INS. AGENCY

0,10c,
ributf:ci
Is 04 it 611
is rix1
ell count
Die dance'
'
A
te the ha:to the
smelt 'in'
said
made for at
pprOXW

has bee%
five of

this YP,
c,

Telephone 25
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,21e think
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Dims, each b

1949 PONTIAC
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deluxe sedan ts si toy,. It its:,
. a 120 inch
wheelbase. Roof lines have been lowered without sacrifice of comfort. Trailing pattern of the
Chieftain series consists of two gracefully arched steps from roof crown to trunk deck to
lower edge. Both Pontiac Streamliner and Pontiac Chieftain lines average 38 percent more
glass area. Visor on car pictured is an accessory

$295

33c Tomato Juice
22/
1
2c
27c Oleomargarine
2,„, 49c
121/2 Raisins
19c
35c Peaches
24c
Dais,
49c
25c Cheese
Graham Crackers
30c

Dolce

In some types of gall-wasps Car Heaters, Stewart Warner
Heaters repaired, installed,
these are no males.

16c
..$3.45

(7ase of 24 for
Naas, Indiana

arch Of
rely Cr
ere, Lost

Iaa than $'

19-oz. can, reg. price

qt jar

Loudon, fancy,

46 oz can

sa
btell

Ire

oat),

Mi Choice

„

oz jar

The Finest of all New Features in the Smartest of all New Cars!

Sunmaid, Seedless

Sunshine condensed, tall can

15-oz. pkg.
Standard, halves or slices—Ruby

Smucker's pure

Apricot, 2 full pounds

Red Cross Macaroni or

29-oz. can

Wisconsin, full cream, lb.
Sunshine Honey

3 packages
Sunshine

large pkg.17c

S

teak Round, Sirloin, or T-Bone, lit

59c

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

st5,„171
/
2c Onions

green pascal,

Red Porto Rieas,

*AVMt

1-1b. box

MEAT SPECIALS

lb hag. 29c

yellow

We extend to you end your family a most cordial
invitation to come in and see the great new 1949
Pontiac! Definitely and decidedly, it's the finest, most
beautiful Pontiac we have ever been privileged to show.
You will admire everything about it: the flashing smartness of its completely new Bodies by Fisher—its many
new features—its fine performance. Here's a real step
forward in the motor car world ... one that you should
see without delay!

Winesaps, C Grade

Sweet Potatoes
I

AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all
cars, Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
tfc
Phone 557.

Now is the time to Check your insur
once to see if you hove adequ

171/2c

9c Tomato Catsup

Celery

Stop Worrying! I will address
your envelopes and type your
copy work at my home neatly
and at a reasonable price. Fast
service. Best references. Phone
ltp
428.

DO IT NOW --

regular price 10C
$2.25

reg. price
28 oz can
Case of 24 for
Delmonico, extra standard

21c Tomatoes

ommy
19-oz. can, reg. price
Case of 24 for
$1.85
Steel's, full strength

Spaghetti
Cheez-its

Kennedy and St/4111ns — Electrical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
tfc
Phone 365 J or 541-W,

Entirely New Pontiac For 1949

9c Soup
$2.00

H

Preserves

PIANOS: Both new and used.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
52tp
Hopkinsville, Ky.

77.

um

20-oz. can, reg. price 10C
$2.25

25c K

Case of 24 for
Scott County

Lima Beans

FOR SALE: New 4-room house
with solid foundation, with
white siding. New outbuild•
ings. Priced to sell. Located
in Crider./Apply within, ltp

k :HI, of met hanksi
sold, Williams Texaco Service
Station. Corner Plum 84 Mil,11
tf 1, OR SALE.
Phone 557.
Seven room,
911 West Main St. Sto,,,,
1
FOR SALE. lin: ighs
,
;
fan,
machine.
t
stairs, two piece,
Visit Homer
• , s Shown by apt,
Highway,
Dawson Princeton
732.
al,
1,
aril
ex•,
,
for

Early June

Pe

Pork & Beans

Administrator's Notice

FOR SALE: 6 room house, 125
Dawson Rd, $3,500. Call 728-1y,
or see Eugene Patterson. 2tp

19

4øuiowicai lite

CAN GOODS SALE
Browns Valley. Blackeyed

Classified Ads

1,000 Persons See New
Chevrolet Saturday

Jackets were then swamped,
36-27, by t h e championship
Lyons.
Frances defeated Marion, 5533, Friday night.
Three Caldwell county players
were named among the 10 picked for the All-Tournament squad.
They are Barrett and McCaslin,
Butler, and Akridge, Fredonia.
Others chosen were Sowash and
Hulse, Lyon County; Bailey and
DeBoe, Frances; Stubblefield,
Salem; Pride, Clay, and Hatcher,
Marion. Players were named to
no specific posttions, and no
first and second team distinction was made.

Suede, Kid, Oxfords and Sandals
Formerly Priced to $11.95

ilk

Thurschal, Januar,

IHE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KaNTUCKY

Page Twelve

Ott..
rt,11.

tishnOttz.arsit

‘111

)•,•••tlf,

25c Apples

• lb. 10C

medium size

PONTIAC— Division of General Motors

I. THE YEAR'S OUTSTANDING BEAUTY
2. LOWEST PRICED CAR WITH GM HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE
at additional cost
3. COMPLETELY NEW BODIES BY FISHER
EISHOEP
4. WIDER SEATS—ADDED ROOM
5 WIDE, EASY-ACCESS DOORS
6. NEW WIDE-HORIZON CURVED WINDSHIELD
7. SAFE-T-NEW DRIVER VIEW
8. NEW DIAL-CLUSTER DASH
9. EXCLUSIVE TRAVELUX RIDE
19. NEW FINGER-TIP ETARTER BUTTON ON INSTRUMI
PANEL

6 P. M.

Owensboro, Ky.,

Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
Anummommom

Brenda
Lung is
fell Brenda
laane
I treatment
Nashvi
/lta Ion d
Jerry 4

etr*Of a

11. NEW HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM
12. CARRY-MORE LUGGAGE SPACE
13. NEW LOW-PRESSURE TIRES, 15" WHEELS
AND WIDER RIMS
14. PONTIAC FAMOUS IMPROVED STRAIGHT
EIGHT AND SIX CYLINDER ENGINES

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS
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Mitchell hnplement Co.
201 E. Market St.
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